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Abstract

Biomaterial platforms have been used to probe how cells respond to chemical,
topographical or mechanical changes in their environments. However, these traditionally static
biomaterial platforms have not enabled the study of how cells respond to dynamic changes in
their environment. Driven by a need to better understand cell behavior and its role in disease,
development and tissue regeneration recent efforts have focused on designing dynamic
biomaterial platforms to better mimic a cell’s natural environment. In this work, advanced shape
memory polymers (SMPs) that respond to non-thermal triggers and multi-shape memory
materials capable of multiple topographical transitions were developed for advanced active cell
culture platforms.
The first part of this dissertation describes the fabrication and application of an
enzymatically triggered SMP, which changed its shape in response to enzymatic degradation
(Chapter 2). This was achieved by combining an enzymatically stable fiber and an enzymatically
vulnerable fiber. Upon degradation of the enzymatically vulnerable fiber, the enzymatically
stable fiber was allowed to relax back to its original conformation, thus driving shape recovery
back to the original shape. Both the enzymatically triggered SMP and the process of enzymatic
shape recovery were shown to be cytocompatible.
The second part of this dissertation describes the fabrication and application of visiblelight triggered SMPs (Chapter 3). To design this material platform, methacrylated graphene
oxide was copolymerized with tert-butyl acrylate, a material previously used in active cell
culture SMP platforms. Upon exposure to white light, the graphene oxide absorbs the light
energy through photoexcitation and then transmits that energy as heat to the SMP. This heats the

SMP above its glass transition temperature triggering recovery back to the original shape. In
addition, visible-light triggered SMPs demonstrated localized recovery which would enable us to
study cell behavioral changes as they crossed topographical boundaries.
Next, this dissertation describes the development of a real-time cell tracking algorithm
that could acquire images, segment and link cells between frames and analyze cell migration
behavior during a live time-lapse experiment (Chapter 4). The structure of this algorithm is
discussed and one of the eight imaging modes is demonstrated during a live cell experiment.
Finally, this dissertation describes utilizing multi-shape memory composites to generate
complex topographies. First, a wrinkling platform is discussed that forms double or complex
wrinkle patterns along the surface of triple shape polymeric composites (Chapter 5). Second, a
novel quadruple shape memory composite that displays quadruple surface shape memory is
developed and discussed (Chapter 6).
Overall, this work furthers the experimental applications of SMPs as active cell culture
platforms to study cell-material interactions in dynamic environments. It is expected that this
work will enable new experiments probing cell mechanobiology.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Biomaterials, Tissue Engineering, and Cell Mechanobiology
Biomaterials are materials that can function as a whole or as a part of a device to treat, assist,
repair or replace a tissue, organ, or function of the body.1 Common biomaterials include metals,
such as titanium (dental implants, hip implants), cobalt-chromium (hip implants), or stainless
steel (stents), and polymers, such as silicon (contact lenses, intraocular lenses, breast implants),
cotton (gauze and surgical dressing), polyglycolic acid (sutures), Teflon (vascular shunts), or
super glue (wound closures).1 Recent trends in the development of biomaterials, particularly
transplantable materials, have been focused on matching the mechanical properties of the
surrounding tissue such as in the development of brain probes that transition from stiff to soft
after implantation to modulate the immune response2 or vascular stents that match the elasticity
of arteries and veins.3,4 By matching the material properties of the surrounding tissue, researchers
hope to improve the biocompatibility of synthetic biomaterials.5
A critical property on which biomaterials are frequently evaluated is biocompatibility, the
ability of a material to perform a function with a host response that is appropriate to the intended
application.1 Traditionally, the gold standard for biocompatibility has been bioinertness or a lack
of response from the host. As a result, most biocompatibility tests focus on characterizing
biological and chemical inertness.6 A consequence, however, is that such tests do not reveal the
extent to which cells and tissues respond to the mechanical environment presented by a
biomaterial, wherein differences in stiffness or surface patterning can generate undesired
responses. For example, the compliance mismatch between a cardiac stent and native vasculature
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can lead to restenosis—reclosure—of the artery and subsequent device failure.3 Similarly, metal
joint replacements can cause stress shielding leading to subsequent bone loss and a loosening of
the implant.7 Such responses occur because cells and tissues can respond not only to the
chemical properties of a material but also to the mechanical properties of that material. In fact,
when a material is implanted in the body, three things occur simultaneously: a perturbation of the
mechanical environment, a perturbation of the chemical environment, and a absorption of
macromolecules into the environment.6 The perturbation in the mechanical environment is
sensed by cells through a process called mechanotransduction, in which mechanical stimuli are
converted to biochemical responses.8 Mechanical stress contributes to the clinical presentation
of many important diseases including, asthma, osteoporosis, atherosclerosis, diabetes, and
stroke.9,10 Mechanotransduction plays an important role in cellular biochemistry and can be
altered by changes in cell mechanics extracellular matrix structure, or by the deregulation of the
molecular mechanisms by which cells sense mechanical signals. Mechanotransduction processes
have been recently reviewed for smooth muscle,11 epithelial tissue,12 endothelial tissue,13
osteocytes,13 and pulmonary tissue14 and the mechanobiology of diseases has also been
reviewed.9
Tissue engineering is defined as the creation of new tissue by the deliberate and
controlled stimulation of selected target cells through a systematic combination of molecular and
mechanical signals. Tissue engineering strategies are developed through the combination of a
material scaffolds, or templates, bioactive molecular cues, and host or donor cells and have been
successfully implemented in skin and bladder applications. In tissue engineering applications the
role of the biomaterial is much more complex, and mechanical stiffness, chemical composition,
and material degradation can all direct the formation of new tissue. Due to the complexity of the
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situation, it is becoming increasingly important to understand how cells interact with materials,
both mechanically and chemically to continue developing new materials and devices to treat
injuries and disease. For instance, Zatnyi and colleagues were able to develop a neural implant
that induced less of an inflammatory response by using a material that would soften over time.15
As such, the probe was stiff to allow for easy implantation but would soften to match the native
mechanical stiffness of the surrounding tissue, thus mitigating the inflammatory response and
increasing the lifetime of the probe. In addition to improving the function of implanted medical
devices, advanced biomaterials are also helping researchers study cell mechanobiology and
behavior. However, due to the difficulty with studying disease processes in vitro researchers
have been developing more advanced biomaterial platforms that can better mimic the mechanical
transitions that occur during disease. For example, Liu et al. developed a dynamically stiffening
hydrogel that stiffened over the course of cell experiments to better mimic the process of tumor
cell development.16 They showed that encapsulation in stiffer hydrogels enhanced the expression
of genes relevant to myofibroblastic activation in pancreatic stromal cells, an important process
in the development of pancreatic cancer.
Its clear that cell mechanobiology has important implications in the progression of diseases
and biomaterials have emerged as powerful platforms to study how cells fundamentally sense
their environment. The following sections highlight some of the key work and findings on
probing how cells respond to static biomaterial platforms and then transition to the key findings
using dynamic biomaterial platforms to study how cells respond to dynamic changes in their
environment. It then ends with a summary of the work shown in this dissertation.
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1.2 Biomaterials to Probe Cell-Material Interactions
Study of the response of mammalian cells to their chemical, mechanical, or electrical
environment has typically been assessed using culture on a static material substrate specifically
designed to probe a single aspect of the environment of a cell, with glass and tissue culture
polystyrene being the most widely used static substrate materials. Although these inert materials
can provide valuable snapshots of cell behaviors, their stasis does not recapitulate the complex in
vivo environment. As such, researchers have been developing increasingly complex biomaterial
platforms by precisely controlling material chemistry (both bulk and surface), topographical
patterns, and mechanical stiffness. The following sections highlight key work in understanding
how cells respond to the surface chemistry, topographical patterns and material stiffness using
biomaterials as experimental platforms.
1.2.1 Probing Cell Responses to Chemical Signals
A variety of biomaterial platforms have been developed to probe how cells respond to the
surface chemistry (or the proteins absorbed on a synthetic surface) to which cells are attached.
For example, Paleeck et al. coated glass slides with various concentrations of fibronectin and
measured the velocity of CHO-B2 cells with different levels of integrin and binding affinities.17
They found that cell migration increased with increasing fibronectin content to an optimal
concentration. At higher concentrations of fibronectin, migration began to decrease due to
stronger cellular binding with the surface. Cell migration speed on fibronectin pattern has also
been explored by others.18,19 Similar findings were noted regarding material hydrophobicity, with
cells displaying equally poor attachment to materials showing either a high hydrophobicity or
high hydrophilicity.20 As a result, an optimum hydrophilicity point for cell attachment was
identified.
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Surface patterning has also been used to confine cells and force them into pre-determined
shapes. For example, Chen and colleagues printed adhesive islands of fibronectin ranging in size
from 3 to 50 µm and found that culturing cells on the smaller patterns caused cells to transition
from a state of growth to a state of apoptosis.21 Additionally, Peng et al. observed that growing
cells on patterns of different shapes can impact cell fate. For example, human mesenchymal stem
cells grown on round patterns tended to differentiate into fat cells while cells grown on
hexagonal or star patterns tended to differentiation into bone cells.22 These findings led to the
postulate these differences in differentiation occur because the cellular actin cytoskeleton is
much stiffer when growing on shapes with sharp corners compared to more rounded shapes.
1.2.2 Probing Cell Responses to Topographical Signals
In vivo, the extracellular matrix (ECM) consists of nano-scale features that direct cell
migration, morphology, adhesion, and orientation though a phenomenon called contact guidance.
Disruptions of the ECM can ultimately lead to disease states such as stroke9 or other disorders
like Alzheimer’s.23 A recent review on mechanobiology and disease gives a partial summary of
diseases that present as abnormal mechanotransduction and whether that abnormal transduction
is due to changes in cell mechanics, alterations are tissue structure or deregulation of
mechanochemical conversion.9 For instance, breast cancer cells directly remodel ECM filaments
from a random orientation to a radially oriented to promote tumor cell invasion and metastasis.
24–26

Biomaterial platforms with well-controlled surface or fiber topographies have been
developed to investigate the impacts of different topographical patterns on cell behavior to
elucidate the mechanisms by which cells respond to their native ECM. Many studies with nanogrooved surfaces have shown that most cell types will align in the direction of
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nanotopography27,28 and migrate along the direction of the surface pattern.29,30 For instance,
Bettinger et al. demonstrated the alignment behavior of endothelial cells using a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) platform that had a nano-grated pattern along the surface.27,31
Similarly, Teixeria et al. showed that human corneal epithelial cells align parallel to nanogratings with ridge widths ranging from 70-1900 nm and groove depths of 150 and 600 nm. In
addition, they found that cell alignment was more sensitive to groove depth than pitch.28
However, in a follow-up study using different serum conditions, they found that the cells aligned
orthogonal on nano-scale gratings and transitioned to parallel alignment when cultured on
topography at the micron scale.32 Furthermore, Yim et al. found that nano-grating topography
(without the presence of neurogenic induction medium) promoted the upregulation of neurogenic
differentiation markers in mesenchymal stem cells.33 Micro-patterns resulted in less upregulation of neurogenic factors, indicating that the differentiation process was more sensitive to
nano-topographies for this cell type.
1.2.3 Probing Cell Responses to Stiffness
As discussed above, it is well established that mechanical stiffness is a key factor in
designing biomaterials for medical devices and current design methods attempt to match the
native tissue stiffness. The stiffness of tissues in the human body ranges from 0.1 kPa for brain
tissue to 2 GPa for cortical bone and current research has shown that cells are sensitive to the
stiffness of materials in this native range. Pelham and Wang were the first to show that cells
actively respond to the stiffness of materials.34 Specifically, they found that cells cultured on soft
substrates (E~ 1 kPa) resulted in less cell spreading and less stable focal adhesions while cells
cultured on stiffer substrates (E ~ 70 kPa) resulted in more cell spreading and more stable focal
adhesions. In addition, when 3T3 fibroblasts were seeded onto a platform with a gradient in the
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material stiffness, the cell migrated toward the stiffer side of the material, a phenomenon later
called durotaxis.35 Cell responses to stiffness were later shown to be highly dependent on the cell
type and cell density. For instance, neutrophils are insensitive to stiffness, while fibroblasts and
epithelial cells require a substrate stiffness of greater than 2 kPa to form actin stress fibers.36
Further, Engler showed that stiffness plays an important role in cell differentiation, with human
mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) seeded on soft substrates (0.1-1 kPa) expressing neurogenic
factors, cells seeded on intermediately stiff substrates (8-17 kPa) expressing myogenic factors
and cells seeded on stiff substrates (25-40 kPa) expressing osteogenic factors.37 Gilbert et al.
showed that cells cultured on soft substrates that mimicked the stiffness of natural muscle (E =
12 kPa) retained their stemness compared to cells cultured on the much stiffer polystyrene
control.38 In summary, cells actively sense and respond to the stiffness of their environment
which can play a key role in the biocompatibility of biomaterials.

1.3 Stimuli-Responsive Materials as Biomaterials
Despite the substantial work that has been performed using static biomaterial platforms to
understand how cells respond to their environment, these platforms do not capture the dynamic
environment a cell interacts within the human body. As such, researchers have been developing
dynamic platforms to assess how cells respond to changes in their environments. For example,
Lam et al. developed a PDMS platform that, after plasma oxidation, formed wrinkles with
attached viable cells by applying an external compressive force. The reversible topography was
able to repeatedly align and unaligned the adhered C2C12 mouse myoblasts.39 Similarly,
Guvendiren and Burdick used a similar PDMS platform to reversibly align and unaligned
hMSCs for up to 8 cycles and found that as hMSCs approach confluence their ability to
dynamically re-align diminished.40 In addition, they stretched the PDMS substrate biaxially to
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form double wrinkle patterns and showed that hMCSs would align to the complex topography in
a cross-stitch pattern. Following this, the need for smart instructive materials for use as
biomaterials and tissue engineering platforms has led to the growing development of smart
materials that can respond to their environment.
1.3.1 Stimuli-Responsive Materials
Stimuli-responsive materials are an emerging class of materials that respond to their
environment by changing their physical and/or chemical properties.41–44 Stimuli-responsive
polymers (or smart polymers) have been designed to respond to a variety of stimuli such as pH,45
temperature,46 mechanical force, the presence of small molecules and biomolecules,16,47–49 and
electric/magnetic fields.50–52 These materials have found several applications in medicine as
sensors and biosensors,41,42 targeted and controlled drug delivery platforms,41–43 or chemomechanical actuators.51,53–55. For instance, poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (pNIPAm) is a stimuliresponsive polymer that has a lower critical solubility (LCST) that is responsive to
temperature.44,46 At temperatures below its LCST, pNIPAm is in a solvated state (or swollen) and
transitions to desolvated (compact coil) as it's heated above the LCST. This response has been
used to design sensors and a smart cell culture platform by Sutton and colleagues. Stimuliresponsive polymers that respond to enzymes and glucose have also been reported, enabling the
materials to respond directly to biological activity.16,47,56
Recently, work has been done on developing dynamically stiffening hydrogels that can
dynamically alter their stiffness in response to either secondary cross-linking or light. For
example, Guvendiren and Burdick seeded hMSCs on a dynamically stiffening substrate and
showed that as the hydrogel stiffened hMCSs increased their total cell area (the sum of the area
occupied by all cells) from 500 to 3000 µm over the course of several hours.57 In addition,
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dynamic stiffening also impacted cell differentiation behavior with cells cultured on hydrogels
that were stiffened on day one or day three differentiation into osteogenic cell types while
hMSCs cultured on hydrogels stiffened later showed adipogenic differentiation. In addition,
material stiffness has shown to play a key role in the inflammatory response of brain probes.2
1.3.2 Shape Memory Polymers
Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are a special class of stimuli-responsive materials that
can transition from a temporary (learned) shape to a permanent (memorized) shape in response to
an external stimulus.58–60 This behavior requires two components: a memory component that can
be in the form of physical or chemical cross-links, crystalline domains, or interpenetrating
networks; and a shape fixing component that stems from either vitrification, crystallization,
liquid crystal transitions, reversible molecular cross-linking, and supramolecular association.61
SMPs can be triggered to change shape by a variety of mechanisms including light,62–66
electricity,50,67,68 water,69 magnetism,52,70 and ultrasound,71 although the most common triggering
mechanism is heat.60,61,72 In a typical shape memory cycle, the material is first heated above the
transition temperature, which is usually a glass transition (Tg) or a melt transition (Tm). A force is
then applied to stretch the sample to the desired strain and then held while the temperature is
cooled to below the transition temperature, thereby fixing the temporary shape. The force is then
removed and the sample remains in its temporary shape. The sample is then heated above the
transition temperature, and the memory component acts as an entropic spring to drive the
material to recover back to its original shape.
Due to their versatility, SMPs have been proposed for a variety of applications in
aerospace devices,73 smart textiles,7451 biomedical devices,60,75,76 microsensors and
actuators,39,53,77,78 and other applications. SMPs are reviewed here for the interested
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reader.59,61,79,80 In addition, SMPs exhibiting unique properties such as anisotropy,81 soft
actuation,82 light emission,83 reconfigurable shapes,84 and self-healing85 have also been
developed. Typically, an SMP is only capable of fixing one shape and of transitioning to that
memorized shape once, but multi-shape memory materials and reversible SMPs have been
developed to address this limitation. Multi-shape memory materials are capable of transitioning
between two or more temporary shapes, generally through the use of sequential transition
temperatures.86–88 Reversible SMPs, or actuators, are capable of reversibly switching between the
temporary shape and the permanent shape over a large number of cycles.89
SMPs have currently been deployed in several FDA approved medical devices. The first
example of an FDA approved SMP biomaterial in a medical device was the self-closing suture90
and FDA approval has since been given to devices in aneurysm treatment91 and ACL fixation.5,60
In addition to medical device applications, SMPs have also emerged as powerful research
platforms to probe how cells respond to dynamic changes in their environment.
As described above, a variety of stimuli-responsive materials are used to probe how cells
respond to dynamic changes in their environment, however, SMPs have the advantage of being
able to provide a very precise mechanical stimulus at a predetermined point. The first attempt to
design a cytocompatible SMP in both material chemistry and shape transition was unsuccessful
due to the high triggering temperature needed to trigger material recovery, which killed the
attached cells.92 Subsequently, work by our group93,94 and then by Ashby95 and colleagues led to
the first cytocompatible SMPs in both material chemistry and shape change phenomena by
making a material with a transition temperature close to body temperature and dubbed these
platforms as active cell culture platforms. Where other platforms with transition temperatures
close to body temperature had been designed before, these studies were the first that showed this
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recovery in the presence of cells. Subsequently other two-dimensional and three-dimensional
active cell culture platforms were developed,77,96 thus creating materials that could be used to
study how cell behavior is impacted by dynamic perturbations. To date these SMPs have been
used to study cell morphology,93,95–101 cell differentiation,102–105 cell motility106–108 and to control
bacteria films.109 Our group’s first work in this area involved the design of an SMP platform that
could transition from a flat topography to a grooved topography.93 In response, cells dynamically
altered their morphology from a random to an aligned morphology. This finding was later
replicated by Ashby and colleagues95 and Ebara and colleagues.97 In addition, work in our group
subsequently demonstrated that changes in SMP fiber alignment either induced cancer cells to
migrate in a polarized or non-polarized manner and that cells migrating in a polarized manner
showed faster cell migration behavior.106 Adding to this work culture on 2D cell platforms has
been shown to increase both osteogenic104 and myogenic differentiation102 capabilities. In
addition, we showed that differentiation behavior was preserved on 3D cell culture platforms.104
However, the main limitations of these past active cell culture platforms were (1) the
need to culture at temperatures lower than body temperature (37 °C) prior to the induced shape
change and (2) the ability to demonstrate only one shape change. To address these limitations
Ebara and colleagues have developed active cell culture platforms that can be triggered by NIR
light, thus limiting the need for culture at lower temperatures.66 To address the second limitation
of current SMPs, Gong and colleagues developed an active cell culture platform whose recovery
could be precisely controlled by designing a Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) based system with a
broad Tm.102 The broad Tm of PCL allowed them to slowly trigger the material recovery, which
subjected the cells to multiple recovery events. However, there is still an overall need for more
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advanced material platforms to enable additional in vitro cell studies to better elucidate how
dynamic mechanical changes change cell behavior.
1.3.3 Tools for Analyzing Cell Data Sets
With the development of increasingly dynamic cell culture platforms, a need has arisen of
new approaches in tracking cell migration behavior. The ability to track cells during cell
migration experiments has been identified as an important challenge in understanding essential
biological phenomena such as cell developmental processes, tissue repair, and disease
progression.110,111 However, the gold standard for cell tracking is still manual tracking which is
very time-intensive and often limits the time-scale and size of cell experiments. To address this
limitation, efforts have focused on designing cell tracking algorithms capable of automatically
tracking cell tracks over long time scales. Early attempts at designing these tracking codes varied
widely in their ability to identify cells frame to frame, sort interaction points for dense cells, and
precisely analyze natural cell proliferation.110 To address some of these limitations, our group in
collaboration with that of M. Lisa Manning developed an automated contour-based cell tracking
algorithm. To do this, ACTIVE (Automated contour-based tracking of in vitro environment) first
segments nuclear-stained images by fitting an ellipse to the stained cell nuclei and then identifies
and links cells through the image stack, thereby generating long-timescale cell migration data.
This powerful analytical tool has already been used to show how cells migrate on isotropic vs
anisotropic surfaces,107 how bacteria migration responds to stiffness,112 how cell organelles
reorganize during migratory changes,113 and identifying potential mechanisms of cell migration
kinetics.114 However, in its current form ACTIVE can only analyze a cell experiment once the
experiment is completed and future experiments would benefit from the development of a
processing method that can analyze data sets in real-time.
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1.4 Dissertation Scope
This dissertation advances the state of the art of SMPs for generating complex topographical
transitions and of SMPs as active cell culture platforms to study cell mechanobiology. In
particular, we first designed multi-shape memory composites capable of learning multiple shapes
and thus transition between a multitude of topographical surfaces. Second, we designed active
cell culture platforms that do not require a temperature change to trigger shape recovery by
designing both enzymatically and light-responsive SMP platforms. A chapter overview is
discussed below.
The current chapter (Chapter 1) provides an overview of the current state of SMPs and
their potential applications in biomaterials, tissue engineering, and dynamic experiments
studying cell mechanobiology. Chapters 2 through 5 focus on the development of novel SMPs to
create active cell culture platforms that do not require a temperature change to recover. Chapter 2
develops the first example of an SMP that responds to enzymatic activity, enabling for the first
time the potential for an SMP to respond directly to cell behavior. Chapter 3 focuses on the
development of a novel light-triggered SMP by cross-linking methacrylated graphene into the
SMP film. Chapter 4 focuses on the development of a real-time contour-based tracking code to
enable both analysis of cell migration behavior in real-time and the development of a semiautonomous feedback loop by combining this real-time tracking code with a light triggerable
SMP.
Chapters 5 and 6 both focus on generating complex topographies using multi-shape
memory composites. Specifically, Chapter 5 applies the system developed by Yang and
collogues99 to a triple-shape memory composite developed by Luo and colleges,115 thereby
enabling the generation of complex, or double wrinkle, patterns. Chapter 6 develops quadruple
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shape memory composites that are capable of quadruple surface shape memory or showing 4
unique surface topographical patterns.
The studied work fell under the following goals:

Goal 1: To create and understand the first enzymatically triggered shape memory polymers.
Questions: does enzyme concentration impact the rate of material recovery? How does this
change with material composition? On what time scale does this recovery occur and what are the
kinetics of it?

Goal 2: To develop a fast-acting light activated shape memory polymer for isothermal active cell
culture experiments. Questions: How fast can light-triggered recovery occur? How does this time
scale relate to the concentration of particles and the power of the light? Is there a resolution limit
on how precise localized recovery can be induced?

Goal 3: To develop a real-time cell tracking algorithm to later be used in the development of
semi-autonomous feedback loops between SMPs, cultured cells and ACTIVE analysis.
Questions: How efficiently can ACTIVE analyze real-time imaging?

Goal 4: To both generate and understand complex wrinkle patterns on the surface of triple shape
memory composites. Questions: Is there cross-talk between the two material phases? Is there an
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ideal ratio between the programmed strains to create double wrinkle patterns? Does the recovery
profile impact the formation of these patterns?

Goal 5: To design the first demonstrated example of a quadruple shape memory composite
capable of quadruple shape memory behavior. Questions: Is there cross-talk between the
material phases? Does programming more strain in one portion of the composite impact shape
memory behavior? How clear are multiple topographical transitions?
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Chapter 2: Enzymatically Triggered Shape Memory
Polymersǂ
2.1 Synopsis
This chapter discusses the design and development of a novel shape memory polymer
that changes shape in response to enzymatic activity. To accomplish this, an enzymatically stable
polymer (Pellethane™) and an enzymatically vulnerable polymer (poly(ε-caprolactone)) were
dual electrospun together to create a blended fiber mat. In this system, the enzymatically
vulnerable fiber holds the temporary shape and as it is degraded away the enzymatically stable
fiber drives the material recovery back to the original shape. We successfully demonstrated both
enzymatic shape recovery and the cytocompatibility of the shape change. We expect this
isothermally triggered shape memory polymer will be a powerful material platform for future
active cell culture experiments.

2.2 Introduction
Development of shape memory polymers possessing cytocompatible shape memory
triggering mechanisms has led to increased application of these “smart” materials in both basic
and translational research. SMPs memorize a permanent shape through chemical or physical
cross-linking. Following manipulation and fixing in a temporary shape by an immobilizing

ǂ

Adapted with permission from S.L. Buffington, J.E. Paul, M.M. Ali, M.M. Macios, P.T. Mather, and J. H.
Henderson, Acta Biomateriala, 2019, 84, © 2019 Acta Biomaterialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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transition, such as vitrification or crystallization, an SMP can subsequently recover to the
permanent shape by a triggering event,1–4 such as thermal, electrical, or solvent activation.5–7
Although biocompatible SMPs initially featured recovery temperatures too high for cells to
maintain viability during the thermal trigger,8,9 in 2011 we10–12 and then Ashby and colleagues13
successfully applied SMPs as two-dimensional cell culture substrates with triggering of shape
recovery at or near normal body temperature (37 C). Subsequently, photothermally-triggered
cytocompatible SMPs, activated by near-infrared wavelengths, were developed.14 Twodimensional SMP substrates and three-dimensional SMP scaffolds employing these
cytocompatible triggering mechanisms have since been used in the study of mechanobiological
aspects of cell morphology,15–19 cell differentiation,20–22 and cell motility,23,24 in the development
of strategies for bone,25–33 cartilage34 and nerve tissue engineering,35 and in the design of
approaches for control of bacterial biofilms.36
Enzymatically triggered, cytocompatible SMPs could open new fields of study and
substantially broaden the range of existing basic and translational applications but have not
previously been reported. If successfully achieved, enzymatic triggering of shape memory could
enable, for example: drug delivery vehicles that affect the target cells/organs through controlled
release that is modulated by the physiological status of the cells/organs; scaffolds that guide
tissue regeneration through alterations in material and mechanical properties modulated by
properties and behavior of the regenerating tissue; platforms for stem cell culture that present a
tailored microenvironment to maintain stem cell phenotype or, alternatively, to differentiate cells
down a specific lineage in response to the phenotypic state of the cells; and decision-making
biosensors that use feedback systems to control patient treatment. Moreover, the achievement of
enzymatic triggering of shape memory would add to the growing field of enzyme-responsive
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materials, which currently includes materials based on material assembly or disassembly,37
coil−globule transitions,38 or degradation39.
The goal of this study was to develop an SMP that responds directly to enzymatic activity
and can do so under isothermal cell culture conditions. To achieve this goal, we designed an
SMP with a shape fixing component that is vulnerable to enzymatic degradation and a shape
memory component that is enzymatically stable—as the shape fixing component undergoes
enzymatically-catalyzed degradation, the SMP returns to its original, programmed shape
(Scheme 2-1). We quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed material properties, shape-memory
performance, and cytocompatibility of the enzymatically-catalyzed shape memory response.

2.3 Experimental Methods
2.3.1 Materials
Pellethane (5380-80A) (afterward referred to as Pellethane) was kindly provided by
Lubrizol Corporation. Poly (ε-caprolactone) (Mn = 80,000) pellets, Chloroform (CHCl3), N,NDimethylformamide (DMF) and lipase derived from the pseudomonas cepacian were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich and Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purchased from VWR International. All
materials were used as received. C3H10T1/2 cells were obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC) and expanded to passage 12-15 for experiments. Basal medium eagle
(BME), fetal bovine serum (FBS), GlutaMAX, penicillin/streptomycin, LIVE/DEAD stain,
Formaldehyde, Triton X-100, BSA, DAPI stain and Phalloidin 568 were all purchased from
Invitrogen and used as received.
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2.3.2 Fabrication
2.3.2.1 Preparing Electrospinning Solutions
An 11 wt% electrospinning solution of Pellethane was prepared by dissolving 11 g of
Pellethane in a 1:1.5 by volume solution of DMF:THF, as previously described.40 A 10 wt%
electrospinning solution of PCL was prepared by dissolving 10 g of PCL in a 1:4 by volume
solution of DMF:CHCl3. Solutions were stirred continuously for at least 24 h, at which time the
complete dissolution of the polymer was confirmed visually.
2.3.2.2 Electrospinning Bulk Enzyme Recovery Experiments
All samples were fabricated by dual electrospinning, in which two materials can be spun
simultaneously to create a blended fiber mat. Samples were electrospun at Bucknell by Matthew
Ali using a custom electrospinning apparatus composed of a rotating cylindrical drum collector
(95.6 mm diameter, 300 mm width), Spraybase® electrospinning syringe pumps, and Spraybase
voltage sources with a multi-head emitter (Schm. 2-2). Two solution emitters, one for the
Pellethane solution and one for the PCL solution, were used for this work, although the set up
would allow for the addition of more emitters to allow more materials to be electrospun at a time.
To vary the compositional ratio of the PCL to Pellethane in fiber composites, the flow rate of
PCL was set between 2.02 and 8.07 mL/h, while the Pellethane flow rate was held constant at 11
mL/h, resulting in composites ranging from 20% to 50% PCL by mass. The time of
electrospinning was adjusted based on the flow rate of PCL to ensure the fiber mats were of
similar mass and thickness. 22 G needles were attached to emitters and a voltage applied to the
needle tip: 9-10.5 kV for the PCL, depending on the flow rate; and 12.5 kV for the Pellethane.
The needle tip to mandrel distance was held constant at 148 mm for both emitters. A negative
voltage of -1000 V was applied to the mandrel to improve fiber deposition. A rotational speed of
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2000 rpm was used to align the fibers during electrospinning. To ensure uniform fiber
deposition, the emitter needle tips were translated across the width of the mandrel following a
square wave velocity profile with a peak velocity of 100 mm/s. Non-composite PCL and
Pellethane fiber mat controls were fabricated similarly, but using only one emitter. A flow rate of
8.07 mL/h with 10.5 kV was used for PCL and a flow rate of 11 mL/h with 12.5 kV was used for
Pellethane. All other spin conditions were held constant.
2.3.2.3 Heat Processing of Fiber Mats
For enzymatic recovery experiments, because the PCL fiber mats (containing no
Pellethane) were difficult to mechanically program, PCL controls were pressed in a hot press
between two Teflon spacers at 70 °C to create a PCL film. In addition, the PCL present in fiber
composites melts during heat treatment (Fig. 2-1, and described later in this section) and during
programming; the resultant PCL film morphology present in fiber composites is similar to the
PCL films prepared for the enzymatic recovery experiments. For assessment of the
cytocompatibility of material prior to enzymatic recovery (Section 2.3.6.2), non-composite PCL
fiber mats were washed in hexane and then cut in half. A portion of each fiber mat was
compression-molded (as above), and cell culture samples were cut from both the fiber mat and
the film. We studied the cytocompatibility of both the PCL fiber and film morphologies in the
event that the mixed PCL fiber and film morphologies present in fiber composites differentially
affected cells. For assessment of cytocompatibility of material during enzymatic shape recovery
(Section 2.3.6.3), of the PCL fiber and film samples, only the PCL film samples were studied,
due to the difficulty in mechanically programming PCL fiber mats.
Thermal analysis (Section 2.3.3) was performed to measure the thermal degradation of
the materials and to ensure that only fiber composites that had calculated composition values
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close to the prescribed values were used in subsequent experiments. Following thermal analysis,
samples were heat-treated, by heating the samples to 70 °C, to allow any residual strain
programmed during the electrospinning process to recover.41 Heat treatment was performed
before dynamic mechanical analysis, shape-memory testing, and enzymatic degradation
experiments. For all cell experiments, samples were washed with hexane, to remove any residual
toxic solvents that may have remained from electrospinning of the samples, dried and then heattreated at 70 °C.
2.3.3 Thermal Analysis
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) (TA Instruments Q500) was performed on all-fiber
samples to measure the thermal degradation of the materials. To allow high-resolution analysis
of thermal degradation events, the analysis employed a protocol in which samples are run at a
variable heating rate that decreases as detected mass loss rate increases (TA Instruments
Dynamic Rate Hi-Res™ Ramp). Briefly, and following methods we have previously reported,42
samples were heated at a maximum rate of 50 °C/min to 600 °C with a resolution of 4 °C and a
sensitivity (instrument-specific) of 1. When the instrument detected a thermal degradation, the
heating rate automatically decreased (below 50 °C/min) to capture fully the degradation event,
before continuing with the test.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (TA Instruments Q200) was performed on all
samples using a DSC equipped with a refrigerated cooling system to record thermal transitions.
For each test, samples weighing 3-5 mg were loaded into a T-zero aluminum pan and
equilibrated by cooling to -60 °C. Samples were then heated at 10 °C/min to 170 °C and then
immediately cooled at 5 °C/min to -50 °C. This initial heating and cooling cycle erased any
thermal history present in the fiber composites. Samples were then heated at 10 °C/min to 170 °C
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to measure the glass transition (Tg) and melting transition (Tm) of the fiber mats. The theoretical
composition of each sample was calculated using the heat of crystallization of the PCL via Eqn.
1.[47,48] This equation assumes that the degree of crystallinity of the PCL phase is the same in
all samples, which is reasonable because PCL readily crystallizes at room temperature.
Calculated values were compared to predicted values prescribed by the flow rate of the PCL
during electrospinning. Only fiber composites that had calculated composition values close to the
prescribed values were used in subsequent experiments.
𝑊𝑃𝐶𝐿 (%) =

∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝐿−𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃
∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝐿−𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒

∗ 100

(2-1)

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was used to measure the temperature dependences
of the tensile storage modulus for all materials, as the temperature dependence of the storage
modulus is a strong predictor of shape memory ability. Dog bones (ASTM D638 type IV, scaled
down by a factor of 4) with a gauge length of 6.25 mm and width of 1.5 mm, were cut from fiber
mats. Samples were then loaded into a DMA TA Q800, cooled to -70 °C, and then heated to 200
°C at a 2 °C/min while applying a small tensile deformation at a frequency of 1 Hz.
2.3.4 Shape Memory Characterization
Thermal (not enzymatic) shape memory cycles were performed on a DMA (TA
Instruments Q800) operated in controlled-force mode to quantify the shape memory ability of the
fiber composites.43 Briefly, each sample was first heated to 60 °C (above the Tm of PCL) and
loaded at 0.03 N/min until 100% strain was reached. Samples were then cooled at 2 °C/min to 0
°C and the load released at 0.1 N/min. To complete the cycle, samples were then heated at 2
°C/min and the shape recovery recorded. This full cycle was repeated three times. The fixing (Rf)
and recovery (Rr) ratios for each recovery event were then calculated using Eqns. 2-2 and 2-3,
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where shape “x” refers to the shape or deformation being programmed into the sample in the
current cycle and shape “y” is the shape or deformation after the previous cycle.43
𝑅f(𝑥) = 𝜀

𝜀x

(2-2)

x, load

Rr(𝑥 → 𝑦) =

𝜀x−𝜀y, rec
𝜀x−𝜀y

.

(2-3)

In Eqn. (2-2), εx and εx, load are, respectively, the strains measured after cooling and
unloading (thus, the strain fixed) and before unloading (or the attempted programmed strain). εy,
rec

is the strain achieved after recovery for shape y, and εy is the strain before programming shape

y.
2.3.5. Bulk Enzymatic Shape Recovery
Enzymatic shape recovery was assessed using bulk enzymatic degradation studies under
simulated cell culture conditions. Samples were cut using a dog bone punch (the same punch
used for DMA shape memory cycling), then heated and stretched to 100% strain using a custom
screw-driven manual stretcher, six samples at a time.44 With samples so stretched but still in the
stretching device, the stretcher and samples were transferred to a freezer at -20 °C to quickly fix
the temporary shape (note: such fixing was stable at room temperature). Samples were
photographed before and after mechanical programming (stretching and fixing) for subsequent
use in image-based calculation of both the programmed strain and strain during enzymatic shape
recovery. Samples were then weighed and incubated in PBS solutions containing 0, 0.05, 0.1, or
0.5 mg/mL of lipase. The enzyme concentration range of 0.5 – 0.05 mg/mL was selected based
on a previous experimental and kinetic modeling evaluation of lipase activity with respect to
concentration for degradation experiments 45 and was chosen such that the highest enzyme
concentration would ensure degradation of the PCL in a relatively short time frame (i.e., days)
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while the lower concentrations would reflect more physiological enzyme concentrations, though
it is difficult to correlate in vitro concentration to activity in vivo. Experiments were conducted
over 7 d, with one sample collected for analysis every 24 h. Experiments were repeated 3 times
using fiber mats independently prepared (electrospun) on different days. Upon collection, the
samples were washed using deionized water, dried in a desiccator for 24 h, and then transferred
to a vacuum oven at 40 °C for 48 h to ensure full drying of the samples. Samples were then
photographed and weighed. Mass loss was calculated using Eqn. 2-4:
𝑀r (%) =

𝑀(𝑡)
𝑀o

∗ 100

(2-4)

Where Mr is the % mass remaining, M(t) is the measured mass after degradation, and Mo is the
original mass of the sample.
To calculate programmed strain and strain during enzymatic shape recovery, images of
samples before programming, after programming, and after sample collection were analyzed in
ImageJ 1.51j8 (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). In each image, a linear
measurement of the gauge length was made along both sides of the dog bone samples. The two
measurements were averaged, and the measurements were performed independently by three
separate users and averaged across all users. The change in strain () over the course of
enzymatic strain recovery for each sample was calculated using Eqn. 2-5:
∆ 𝜀(%) =

(𝑙o−𝑙s)
𝑙o

∗ 100

(2-5)

Where lo is the measured gauge length for the original, pre-strained sample and ls is either the
measured gauge length for the strained sample immediately after programming or after
collection. DSC experiments were used to assess the PCL crystallinity before and after
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degradation. Samples were run hydrated immediately post degradation to better capture the
crystallinity of PCL at the point of sample recovery.
Fiber mats were imaged using SEM (JEOL 5600) to assess changes in fiber morphology
during enzymatic shape recovery experiments and, additionally, to ensure that fiber
morphologies were similar between fiber composite batches. Samples of fiber mats were
collected for SEM immediately after electrospinning, immediately after the heat treatment used
to recover residual strain programmed during the electrospinning process, and after days 0
through 7 of the enzymatic shape recovery experiments. All samples were mounted on a metal
plate and sputter coated for 45 s (Denton Vacuum-Desk II). Samples were imaged with an
accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a spot size of 36.
2.3.6 Cell Culture Experiments
2.3.6.1 Cell Selection and Expansion Culture
All cell experiments were performed with the C3H/10T1/2 mouse embryonic fibroblast
line, a cell line we have frequently used in the development and application of cytocompatible
SMPs.10,11,23 Cells were obtained from the ATCC at passage 8 and expanded to passage number
12-15 to use for experiments, following the recommendations of the ATCC. Cells were cultured
in basal medium Eagle with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% GlutaMAX, and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin and passaged once 70-80% confluence was reached. Cells were passaged
by first rinsing the flask with PBS and incubating in a solution 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA for 10 m.
The cell solution was then collected and diluted with an equal amount of complete BME. Cells
were then spun for 10 m at 200 g to centrifuge out the cells. Cells were then resuspended in BME
and either seeded on materials or re-plated in a tissue culture flask. For storage, cells were frozen
in a solution of complete BME with 5% Dimethyl sulfoxide.
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2.3.6.2 Assessing Cell Cytocompatibility to Material Chemistry
Cells were directly cultured on samples to assess material cytocompatibility. Fiber and
film PCL samples were sterilized using UV light for 10 h, flipped over, and sterilized using UV
for an additional 10 h. All materials were soaked in complete medium overnight to allow
proteins to adsorb throughout the samples and then C3H/10T1/2 cells were solution seeded onto
the materials at 10,000 cells/cm2. Cell-seeded materials were then washed with PBS and stained
with LIVE/DEAD at 24, 48, and 72 h time points with tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) well
plates acting as live controls for counting and analysis. Cell viability was calculated by dividing
the total number of cells by the total number of live cells.
2.3.6.3 Assessing Cell Cytocompatibility to Enzymatic Shape Recovery
The cytocompatibility of enzymatic shape triggering was assessed by culturing cells on
samples as the samples were incubated in lipase-containing medium over a one-week period.
Samples were washed and sterilized as described in Section 7.3.6.2. Cells were seeded onto the
samples at 5,000 cells/cm2 and allowed to attach for 3 h. The culture medium was then replaced
with medium containing 0.5 mg/mL lipase, the highest lipase concentration used for shape
recovery experiments. The lipase-containing medium was sterilized via filtration with a 0.45 µm
filter prior to use. The non-toxic control was a lipase-free medium. Media were changed every 2
days to mimic conditions used in the bulk degradation experiments. Samples were collected and
cells stained with LIVE/DEAD stain at 1, 3, and 7-day time-points to assess cell viability. Cell
viability was calculated as above (Section 2.3.6.2).
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Fabrication
Fiber composites of varying compositions were successfully electrospun using the
methods described. All fiber composites were imaged using SEM both before and after heat
treatment to assess changes in fiber morphology (Fig. 2-1). As shown, Pellethane controls
showed no change in fiber alignment, while the PCL samples transitioned from a fiber
morphology to a film morphology. The fiber composites transitioned to a mixed morphology
composed of both Pellethane fibers and PCL films.
2.4.2 Thermal Analysis
As anticipated, thermal transitions quantified by TGA (Fig. 2-2), DSC (Fig. 2-3, Table 21), and DMA (Fig. 2-4) showed that both PCL and Pellethane were present in fiber composites
and existed as separate phases, as evidenced by the separate transitions recorded in thermal
analysis. TGA analysis (Fig. 2-2) showed that all fiber mats were dry before processing. PCL
showed a single sharp degradation event, while Pellethane showed a two-step degradation event.
Fiber composites likewise showed a two-step degradation; however, the degradation of the PCL
was occluded by the degradation of the Pellethane, making TGA analysis of the two weight %s
difficult. As a result, DSC was used to analyze the % content of the fiber mats. For the analyzed
temperature range, Pellethane controls demonstrated only a Tg, at approximately -20 °C, while
PCL controls showed only a Tm, at approximately 56 °C (Table 2-1). To ensure consistency
across experimental runs, only fiber composites that came within a ± 5% predicted PCL content
were used for subsequent experiments. Gradient fiber composites were likewise thermally
characterized but showed the same thermal properties as the 20:80 PCL:Pellethane fiber
composites as these thermal characterization techniques are not sensitive to material distribution,
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only percent composition. Analysis of post-heat treatment samples confirmed that the thermal
transitions quantified by TGA and DSC were unaffected by the heat treatment used to recover
residual strain programmed during the electrospinning process.
2.4.3 Shape Memory Characterization
Thermal shape memory cycles demonstrated that strong shape fixing and recovery were
achieved for fiber composite samples (Fig. 2-5). The PCL control yielded during the first stretch
of the first cycle and was not included in the analysis. The Pellethane control (Fig. 2-5A) showed
a poor fixing ratio of 53%, indicating a low ability to fix a shape, and demonstrated a recovery
ratio of 89%. We note, for comparison, that an ideal rubber features no (0%) fixing and complete
(100%) recovery. The high recovery ratio for the Pellethane control is attributed to the elasticity
of the Pellethane fibers, which is the driving force for shape recovery. This recovery ratio
indicates that some strain is lost during mechanical cycling, which we attribute to minor plastic
deformation that occurs during the first thermo-mechanical cycle. The fixing ratio of fiber
composites was 89% and 96% for the 20:80 (Fig. 2-5B) and 50:50 (Fig. 2-5C) PCL:Pellethane,
respectively (summarized in Table 2-2), indicating that increasing the PCL content increased the
fixing ability of the fibers. The recovery ratio showed weak dependence on composition, with
values of 89% and 84% for the 20:80 (Fig. 2-5B) and 50:50 (Fig. 2-5C) PCL:Pellethane,
respectively (summarized in Table 2-3). The 30:70 and 40:60 PCL:Pellethane compositions
showed similar results, with an increase in PCL content increasing the fixing ability of the fibers
and the recovery ratio showing weak dependence on composition (Figure 2-5). All samples
showed a diminished recovery ratio for the first cycle, which we attribute to minor plastic
deformation of the Pellethane fibers, as indicated by the strain in the samples not returning fully
to zero. After a single mechanical conditioning step, the recovery of the materials increased. In
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light of the modest differences in shape memory ability observed across the four fiber composite
compositions tested, only the two most extreme compositions, 20:80 and 50:50 PCL:Pellethane,
were studied in the ensuing enzymatic shape recovery and cytocompatibility experiments.
2.4.4 Bulk Enzymatic Shape Recovery
Enzyme-triggered shape recovery was observed in fiber composites (50:50 and 20:80
PCL:Pellethane, Fig. 2-6, 2-7), as evidenced by decreasing strain over the 7-day experiment.
However, shape recovery was only evident for the highest enzyme concentration studied (0.5
mg/mL). Pellethane showed no measurable changes in strain for all conditions, as expected,
while the fiber composites decreased in length over time (Fig. 2-6A). Lower concentrations of
lipase degraded the PCL film control samples but did not trigger shape recovery in the fiber
composites (Fig. 2-6B, 2-6C). For fiber composites, sample lengths (and associated strains) in
0.5 mg/mL lipase solutions (Fig. 2-6A) remained significantly greater (P < 0.05) than the
Pellethane controls until day 5, after which no statistical difference in length was observed,
consistent with samples having recovered to the preferred length of the Pellethane. In contrast,
when incubated in 0.1 (Fig. 2-6B) and 0.05 mg/mL (Fig. 2-6C) lipase, fiber composite sample
lengths remained significantly greater than that of the Pellethane controls at all time-points
(P<0.05), consistent with fiber composite samples having not recovered. Further, PBS controls
showed no measurable recovery for all groups, as anticipated (Fig. 2-6D). In particular, those
samples incubated in only PBS exhibited no measurable change in strain with time, remaining
strained at the magnitude programmed, which was significantly greater than that of Pellethane
control (incapable of strain-fixing), for all time points (P<0.05). PCL control samples were not
included in statistical comparisons, as samples degraded significantly for all enzyme
concentrations, including day 1. Images of the samples incubated in 0.5 mg/mL lipase visually
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show the samples returning to their original shape over the course of the 7 d experiments (Fig 27).
Mass change measurements revealed significant mass loss for the PCL film, and the rate
of degradation increased with increasing lipase concentration, while all other samples exhibited
no measurable mass loss (Fig. 2-8). Control samples immersed in PBS showed no measurable
mass change for any of the samples (Fig. 2-8D), indicating that mass loss was driven by
enzymatic degradation instead of much slower hydrolytic degradation, as expected. The lack of
observed mass change in fiber composites (Fig. 2-8) suggests that the observed strain recovery
(Fig. 2-6) occurs primarily through the reduction of PCL molecular weight, or disruption of the
percolation of the PCL phase, not through loss of PCL mass. This finding is supported by the
observed decrease in PCL crystallinity as samples are degraded (Fig 2-9). Upon exposure to
lipase, the PCL crystalline peak diminishes supporting the degradation disrupting the PCL
crystallinity and thereby allowing the Pellethane to recover.
Morphological analysis by SEM of samples undergoing degradation during exposure to
enzyme revealed changes in sample morphology indicative of PCL degradation. Surface analysis
of morphological changes in the 50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite incubated in 0.5 mg/mL
lipase (Fig. 2-10) showed an initial (pre-degradation) morphology of fibers with a film or binder
at the surface (Fig. 2-10A). Over the course of the degradation experiment, the morphology of
the fiber composite transitioned from a mixed film-fiber morphology (Fig. 2-10A-C) to a
predominantly fiber morphology (Fig. 2-10D) as PCL degraded, leaving behind primarily
Pellethane fibers. Analysis of cross-sections of 50:50 PCL:Pellethane samples (Fig. 2-10E)
showed an initial semi-continuous network of Pellethane fibers interpenetrated incompletely by
PCL binder, with significant porosity evident. As enzymatic degradation progressed over 7 days,
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the PCL binder increasingly degraded until, at day 7 (Fig. 2-10H), the fraction of PCL had
diminished substantially. The 20:80 PCL:Pellethane samples showed similar morphological
changes when incubated in 0.5 mg/mL lipase (Fig. 2-11), and both fiber composites (20:80 and
50:50) also showed similar morphological changes when incubated in the lower, 0.1 mg/mL,
lipase concentration (Fig. 2-12B, C). In contrast, fiber composites incubated in 0.05 mg/mL
lipase retained a mixed film-fiber morphology (Fig. 2-13B, C). The Pellethane control showed
no morphological changes, regardless of enzyme concentration (Figs. 2-11A, 2-12A, 2-13A, 214A). All fiber composites and controls showed no morphological changes when incubated in
PBS (Fig. 2-14).
2.4.5 Cell Culture Experiments
2.3.5.1 Assessing Cell Cytocompatibility to Material Chemistry
When mouse fibroblasts were cultured directly on fiber composites and non-composite
controls in the absence of lipase, no statistically significant differences in viability were found
(Fig. 2-15). Moreover, all groups had a viability of 75% or greater at all time-points. The
Pellethane control, PCL control, and fiber composites showed an average viability not
statistically different from the TCPS control, indicative of cytocompatibility (representative cell
images for all groups are shown in Fig. 2-16). Qualitatively, cells cultured on the 50:50
PCL:Pellethane fibrous composite showed a random orientation that contrasted with that of cells
cultured on the Pellethane control, which showed an oriented morphology (Fig. 2-16). This
difference is likely due to the morphology of the PCL, which acts as a film (binder) in the fiber
composites (Figs. 2-1), a morphological feature that does not exist between the aligned fibers of
the Pellethane control. Image analysis revealed a significantly higher number of cells on TCPS
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compared to all material groups (Fig. 2-17, P<0.05), likely due to cells attaching to the bottom of
the well (rather than the sample) during the seeding of material groups.
2.3.6.2 Assessing Cell Cytocompatibility to Enzymatic Shape Recovery
When mouse fibroblasts were cultured on fiber composites and non-composite controls
incubated with 0.5 mg/mL of lipase or a lipase-free control medium (Fig. 2-18), no statistical
differences in viability were found. Moreover, all groups had a viability of 75% or greater at all
time-points. As had been observed in the study of cytocompatibility prior to enzymatic shape
recovery (Fig. 2-15), in the presence of lipase the Pellethane control, PCL control, and fiber
composites showed an average viability not statistically different from the TCPS control,
indicative of the enzymatic degradation of PCL and, therefore, the phenomenon of enzymatic
shape recovery being cytocompatible (Fig. 2-18, and representative cell images for all groups are
shown in Figs. 2-19 and 2-20). Image analysis again revealed a significantly higher number of
cells on TCPS compared to all material groups (Fig. 2-21, P<0.05), which is again likely due to
cells attaching to the bottom of the well (rather than the sample) during the seeding of material
groups.

2.5 Discussion
Here we have introduced and studied a new SMP design that responds directly to
enzymatic activity to allow isothermal shape change, demonstrated as contraction of tensile
specimens, under cell culture conditions. Electrospun fiber composites prepared using this design
showed good thermal shape memory ability, with a PCL component acting as a shape fixer and a
Pellethane component acting as the memory component. When cultured in a 0.5 mg/mL lipase
solution, programmed fiber composites showed enzymatic shape recovery within a 7-day test
period. Cells cultured on enzymatic SMPs with or without 0.5 mg/mL lipase showed viability
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comparable to non-toxic controls, indicating that both the enzymatically-responsive SMP
materials and the process of enzymatic shape recovery are cytocompatible.
The enzymatic shape recovery achieved in the present work is dependent on enzyme
concentration. Only samples incubated in the highest enzyme concentration, 0.5 mg/mL lipase,
showed complete shape recovery, while samples incubated in lower enzyme concentrations and
in a lipase-free control showed no measurable recovery. This enzyme concentration sensitivity is
consistent with the strategy used to achieve enzymatic recovery (Schm. 2-1), wherein shape
recovery is enabled by the degradation of an enzymatically labile fixing component and is only
achieved when that component has degraded sufficiently. It is expected that, if degradation
experiments were lengthened, all fiber composites would eventually show full strain recovery for
all enzyme conditions studied.
The enzymatic SMPs did not demonstrate mass loss during recovery. This finding
suggests that the mechanism of enzyme shape recovery is either a decrease in PCL molecular
weight or de-percolation of the fixing phase. As either of these processes continue, the force
exerted by the Pellethane is able to overcome the force exerted by the PCL, leading to recovery
back to the sample’s original shape. Analysis of SEM micrographs suggests that the PCL phase
is, in fact, degrading, lending support to the hypothesized de-percolation of PCL. This theory is
supported by the observed decrease in the heat of crystallization of PCL over time, a decrease
from 9.031 to 0 W/g over 7 days for the 50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite (Fig 2-9). In
addition, the PCL control samples degrade within 2 days, compared to the 5 days required to
observe sample recovery in the programmed fiber composites. These findings suggest that the
presence of Pellethane in the composite samples inhibits the ability of the lipase to diffuse into
the fiber composites and degrade the PCL shape fixing component and, further, that the
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mechanism of degradation is not mass loss but loss of crystallinity and concomitant softening of
the PCL-based fixing phase.
A potential limitation of this first instantiation of the new SMP design is the relatively
long time and high enzyme concentration required for enzymatic shape recovery. Few cell types
may release enzymes at concentrations necessary for enzymatic shape recovery to occur in timespans less than weeks or months. Because we speculate that the present material composition
would recover in low enzyme concentrations, but over long time periods, the present
composition may be best suited for applications in which slow response is beneficial or for
applications in which cells, such as macrophages or hepatic cells,46,47 secrete high concentrations
of enzyme. It is anticipated that the new SMP design could be adapted for more rapid recovery
and/or low enzyme concentration triggering by increasing the enzymatic sensitivity of the labile
fixing component. Conversely, even more, gradual recovery than that demonstrated here could
be achieved by decreasing enzymatic sensitivity of the labile fixing component. More generally,
enzymatically responsive SMPs could, in theory, be designed to be triggered by any arbitrary
enzyme by engineering the enzyme’s target sequence into the polymer, though risk of
cytotoxicity would likely be a constraint for many candidate enzymes.
In addition to contributing to SMP science, the new design reported here adds SMPs to
the field of enzyme responsive materials (ERMs)—materials that undergo a material action, such
as self-assembly/disassembly,48 transformation of surface properties, or swelling/deswelling,38 in
response to enzymatic activity. ERMs have gained increasing attention due to the extreme
specificity with which they can be designed to respond to the biological environment. For
example, Zelzer and colleagues49 developed an ERM that changes surface properties in response
to dephosphorylation, with sensitivity sufficient for cells to provide the trigger. Liu and
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colleagues50 designed enzymatically stiffening hydrogels to study how cancer cells modify their
behavior in response to stiffening gels. Despite advances, such as these, in ERM science, prior to
the present work, there was not an ERM capable of applying a programmed shape change or
direct mechanical force.
In addition to bringing shape-changing functionality to the field of ERMs, the SMP
design reported here represents the first SMP that could respond directly to biological activity.
The majority of cell culture compatible SMPs have been thermally or photothermally triggered.
Dependence on these triggers prevents application as stimuli-responsive materials designed to
respond directly to biological activity.51 With the advent of enzymatically triggered SMPs,
SMPs can now be designed for such an application.

2.6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have developed an enzymatically triggered SMP that changes its shape isothermally
in response to enzymatic activity under cell culture conditions. We successfully demonstrated
enzymatic recovery using bulk enzymatic degradation experiments. The results show that shape
recovery is achieved by degradation of the PCL shape-fixing phase, which enables one-way and
one-time shape recovery, leaving the material in a final state that, while useful in itself, does not
allow for reprogramming. We further showed that both the materials and the process of
enzymatic shape recovery are cytocompatible. This new SMP design can be anticipated to enable
new applications in basic and applied materials science as a stimulus-responsive material.
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Table 2-1. Measured thermal transitions. For the analyzed temperature range, Pellethane controls
demonstrated only a Tg, at approximately -20 °C, while PCL controls showed only a T m, at
approximately 56 °C. Fiber composites demonstrated both thermal transitions, and the heat of melting
of the PCL melt transition was used to quantify the %PCL content in the fiber composites.
Material

Tg[a]

Tm[a]

dH[b]

% PCL[c]

Pellethane

-20.1

-

-

0

20:80 PCL:Pellethane

-20.6

57.0

6.85

17.9

30:70 PCL:Pellethane

-18.9

56.2

11.9

31.3

40:60 PCL:Pellethane

-19.7

56.6

14.9

39.0

50:50 PCL:Pellethane

-19.9

57.0

19.2

50.3

-

56.1

38.2

100

PCL

[a] Units of °C. [b] Heat of the melt transition of PCL in units of W/g. [c] The % content of PCL in the
fiber mat.
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Table 2-2. Calculated fixing ratios for all materials by cycle. PCL is not shown, because the material
yields during shape memory testing. All units are %.
Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Average

Standard
Deviation

Pellethane

52.6

53.8

53.9

53.4

0.7

20:80 PCL:Pellethane

87.5

89.3

89.3

88.7

1.03

30:70 PCL:Pellethane

92.6

94.1

105.7

97.5

7.17

40:60 PCL:Pellethane

94.6

96.3

96.5

95.8

1.07

50:50 PCL:Pellethane

95.5

96.3

96.4

96.1

0.47

Material
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Table 2-3. Calculated recovery ratios for all materials by cycle. PCL is not shown, because the material
yields during shape memory testing. All units are %.
Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Average

Standard
Deviation

Pellethane

76.4

93.7

96.3

88.8

10.9

20:80 PCL:Pellethane

74.8

97.4

95.5

89.2

12.5

30:70 PCL:Pellethane

65.9

95.5

97.6

86.4

17.7

40:60 PCL:Pellethane

53.6

94.0

96.6

81.4

24.1

50:50 PCL:Pellethane

63.3

92.7

95.8

83.9

17.9

Material
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Scheme 2-1. The strategy used to achieve enzymatic shape memory fiber composites. Fiber
composites composed of poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) (red) and Pellethane (black) are heated and
stretched above the Tm of PCL to program the samples. The composites are then cooled to fix the
temporary shape, putting the Pellethane in an entropically unfavorable state. In this state, the
Pellethane applies a compressive force to the PCL, as the Pellethane tries to recover back to its
original shape but is resisted by the PCL crystallites that hold the temporary shape. Exposure to
the enzyme lipase degrades the PCL portion of the fiber composite. As the PCL degrades, the
force resisting the Pellethane is gradually removed and the Pellethane acts as an entropic spring
to return back to its original conformation, recovering the permanent shape of the composite.
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Scheme 2-2. The custom electrospinning apparatus used in the present study. A metallic mandrel
with variable rotational speed is suspended above an electrically insulating platform. A separate
metallic frame is placed over the platform to suspend a translator as well as protective Plexiglas
to isolate the interior environment. Attached at the bottom of both translator arms are electrical
connection points for the needle tips, which dispense the polymer solution. Syringe pumps (not
shown) dispense the polymer solution through the tubing, which connects the syringes to the
electrical connections on the translator arms.
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Figure 2-1. A comparison of the fiber morphologies of fiber composites and material controls
(left) immediately after electrospinning and (right) immediately after the heat treatment used to
recover residual strain programmed during the electrospinning process. The Pellethane fibers
showed no noticeable morphological changes due to heat treatment and no noticeable shrinking.
The 20:80 PCL:Pellethane showed fiber morphologies both before and after heat treatment. The
50:50 PCL:Pellethane showed a fiber morphology after electrospinning but showed a film
morphology after heat treatment due to the melting of the PCL. The PCL control also
transitioned from a fiber morphology before heat treatment to a film morphology after heat
treatment. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 2-2. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) analysis of fiber composites and controls. The
poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) control (brown) showed a single-step degradation, while the
Pellethane control (black) showed a two-step degradation. The fiber composites all showed a
two-step degradation, similar to the Pellethane, although it should be noted that the second step
of the Pellethane occludes the single PCL step. Due to this occlusion, dynamic scanning
calorimetry, not TGA, was used to assess sample compositions.
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Figure 2-3. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermograms of all dual spun materials
ordered in order of increasing poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) content. Increasing PCL content
resulted in a large exotherm for the PCL melt transition but did not result in the shifting of the Tm
of PCL. This exotherm at approximately 56 °C was used to calculate the predicted incorporation
of PCL during the electrospinning process, and only fiber mats within 5% of the predicted PCL
content were used in subsequent experiments. DSC traces are in order of increasing PCL content,
from top to bottom: Pellethane, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane, 30:70 PCL:Pellethane, 40:60
PCL:Pellethane, 50:50 PCL:Pellethane, and PCL.
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Figure 2-4. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) curves of fiber composites and control
showing (top) storage modulus and (bottom) tan delta traces. Peaks in tan delta traces correspond
to changes in the storage modulus. There is a Tg for Pellethane at approximately -20 °C, a Tm for
poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) at 56 °C, and a Tm for Pellethane at approximately 160 °C. The ideal
range for shape memory behavior would be above the Tg of Pellethane, so the material is in its
elastic region, but bellow the Tm of Pellethane, to hold the permanent shape. The Tm of PCL then
acts as the triggering transition that holds the temporary shape.
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Figure 2-5. Thermal shape memory cycles. A) Pure Pellethane showed a fixing ration (Rf) of
54% and a recovery ratio (Rr) of 87%. B) The 20:80 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite showed an
Rf of 93.5% and an Rr of 85.1%. C) The 30:70 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite showed an Rf of
94.45% and an Rr of 86.3%. D) The 40:60 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite showed an Rf of
95.2% and an Rr of 89.8%. E) The 50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite showed an Rf of 97.5%
and an Rr of 83.2%. F) Pure PCL yielded during the first stretch of the first cycle and is not
reported. One shape memory cycle comprises the following steps: starting at the asterisk, the
sample is heated to 60 °C, and then the force is ramped to stretch the sample; the sample is then
cooled to 0 °C and unloaded; the sample is then heated back to 60 °C to measure recovery. This
cycle was completed three times with cycles 1, 2, and 3 shown in black, light gray, and dark
gray, respectively.
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Figure 2-6. Enzyme-triggered shape recovery over 7 days. The 0.5 mg/mL condition (A) is the
only condition for which fiber composites showed measurable, significant sample recovery. The
0.1 mg/mL (B) and 0.05 mg/mL (C) conditions showed no measurable sample recovery. The
PBS control (D) showed no strain changes for any groups, including the PCL control, over the
course of the 7-day experiment. For all conditions, the fiber composites (20:80 and 50:50
PCL:Pellethane) showed a significantly different length compared to Pellethane controls, except
for days 5-7 in the 0.5 mg/mL condition. * and bar indicate the three-time points for which the
strain of fiber composites was no longer statistically different from that of the Pellethane controls
(P>0.05), indicating sample recovery. For all groups, the value at day 0 is the mean programmed
strain of all 21 samples (3 replicates 7-time points), and the value at each subsequent time point
is the mean of the 3 samples collected at that time point.
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Figure 2-7. Macroscopic view of enzymatic recovery. Pictures of samples were taken before and
after programming and after being exposed to 0.5 mg/mL lipase solution over the course of 7
days. The Pellethane, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane, 50:50 PCL:Pellethane and PCL are shown in order
from left to right. After programming, the Pellethane showed no shape fixing and no measured
change in length over the 7-day incubation. In contrast, both fiber composites fixed a temporary
shape and then contracted over the course of 7 days. The PCL control fixed a temporary shape
and then degraded fully instead of changing shape. The glare in 20:80 samples from days 1
through 7 is due to covering glass used to position the samples during imaging. The scale bar is
10 mm.
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Figure 2-8. Mass change during degradation. Significant mass loss was observed for the PCL
film in all conditions: (A) 0.5 mg/mL lipase; (B) 0.1 mg/mL lipase; (C) 0.05 mg/mL lipase; and
(D) PBS (0 mg/mL lipase)). All other samples exhibited no measurable mass loss.
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Figure 2-9. Heat of crystallinity of hydrated 50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composites immediately
following exposure to lipase. The heat of crystallinity of the PCL, as measured by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), decreases over the course of degradation experiments, indicating
that the PCL crystal structure is being broken up. The data also suggest that the water present in
the sample interferes with the re-crystallization of PCL, resulting in the crystallization being
lower for the second heat compared to the first heat.
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Figure 2-10. SEM micrographs of 50:50 PCL:Pellethane incubated in 0.5 mg/mL of lipase.
Morphological analysis shows changes in sample morphology indicative of PCL degradation (AD) at the surface and (E-H) in cross-section of 50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composites for day 0,
1, 3, 7, respectively. Day 0 shows the 50:50 fiber composite after heat treatment but before any
strain programming or enzymatic recovery. Scale bar is 10 µm. Results for both fiber composites
(20:80 and 50:50 PCL:Pellethane) and for the PCL controls under all incubation conditions (0.5
mg/mL, 0.1 mg/mL, and 0.05 mg/mL lipase and PBS) are available in Figs. S6 through S9).
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Figure 2-11. SEM images of Pellethane and fiber composites as samples are incubated in a
solution with 0.5 mg/mL of Lipase. Fiber composites go from a fiber-film morphology to a pure
fiber morphology over the course of experiments. Pellethane, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane, 50:50
PCL:Pellethane are shown in row A, B, and C, respectively. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 2-12. SEM images of Pellethane and fiber composites as samples are incubated in a
solution with 0.1 mg/mL of Lipase. Fiber composites go from a fiber-film morphology to a pure
fiber morphology over the course of experiments. Pellethane, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane, 50:50
PCL:Pellethane are shown in row A, B, and C, respectively. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 2-13. SEM images of Pellethane and fiber composites as samples are incubated in a
solution with 0.05 mg/mL of Lipase. Fiber composites go from a fiber-film morphology to a pure
fiber morphology over the course of experiments. Pellethane, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane, 50:50
PCL:Pellethane are shown in row A, B, and C, respectively. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 2-14. SEM images of Pellethane and fiber composites as exposed to PBS over a course of
7 days. Samples showed no changes in sample morphology. Pellethane, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane,
50:50 PCL:Pellethane are shown in row A, B, and C, respectively. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 2-15. Cell viability of C3H/10T1/2 cells cultured directly on fiber composite and noncomposite control samples in the absence of lipase. No significant differences were found
between any groups (P>0.05), and viability was >75% for all groups. Groups are Pellethane
control, PCL control, compressed PCL Film control, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite,
50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite, and tissue culture polystyrene control.
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Figure 2-16. Representative micrographs of C3H/10T1/2 cells cultured directly on fiber
composite and non-composite control samples in the absence of lipase. Live cells are shown in
green and dead cells are shown in red. Groups are Pellethane control, PCL control, compressed
PCL Film control, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite, 50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite,
and tissue culture polystyrene control. The scale bar is 100 µm.
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Figure 2-17. Cell numbers of C3H/10T1/2 cells cultured directly on fiber composite and noncomposite control samples in the absence of lipase. Groups are Pellethane control, PCL control,
compressed PCL Film control, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite, 50:50 PCL:Pellethane
fiber composite, and tissue culture polystyrene control. ** and *** indicate material groups that
are significantly different than TCPS control at 48 and 72 h, respectively.
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Figure 2-18. Cell viability of C3H/10T1/2 cells cultured directly on fiber composite and noncomposite control samples in (left) a lipase-free control medium or (right) the presence of 0.5
mg/mL lipase. No significant differences were found between any groups (P>0.05), and viability
was >75% for all groups. Groups are Pellethane control, compressed PCL Film control, 20:80
PCL:Pellethane fiber composite, 50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite, and tissue culture
polystyrene control.
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Figure 2-19. Representative micrographs of C3HT101/2 cells cultured directly on fiber
composite and non-composite control samples in the absence of lipase (control for cells studied
in Fig. S13). Live cells are shown in green and dead cells are shown in red. Groups are
Pellethane control, PCL control, compressed PCL Film control, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane fiber
composite, 50:50 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite, and tissue culture polystyrene control. The
scale bar is 100 µm.
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Figure 2-20. Representative micrographs of C3H/10T1/2 cells cultured directly on fiber
composite and non-composite control samples in the presence of 0.5 mg/mL lipase. Live cells
are shown in green and dead cells are shown in red. Groups are Pellethane control, PCL control,
compressed PCL Film control, 20:80 PCL:Pellethane fiber composite, 50:50 PCL:Pellethane
fiber composite, and tissue culture polystyrene control. The scale bar is 100 µm.
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Figure 2-21. Cell numbers of C3H/10T1/2 cells cultured directly on fiber composite and noncomposite control samples in the (left) absence or (right) presence of lipase. Groups are
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Chapter 3: Light-Triggered Shape Memory Polymers
3.1 Synopsis
Herein, we discuss the design of visible-light triggered shape memory polymers (SMPs),
or polymers that trigger a shape change upon exposure to visible light. To accomplish this, we
modified our previously developed tert-butyl acrylate system by increasing the cross-linker
concentration. This modification increased the glass transition of the SMP, making it stable (no
longer triggered to recover) at 37 °C. Instead, methacrylated graphene oxide was incorporated
into the SMP films, allowing the materials to recover in response to visible light exposure.
Additionally, we were able to show that visible-light triggered SMPs are capable of localized
recovery, an ability not previously demonstrated in our thermally triggered SMPs.

3.2 Introduction
Development of shape memory polymers possessing cytocompatible shape memory
triggering mechanisms has led to increased application of these “smart” materials in both basic
and translational research. However, these SMP platforms have all been thermally triggered,
which requires culture at 30 °C and then increasing the temperature to 37 °C. This limits the
applications of these material platforms in both biomaterial applications and as in vitro
experimental models to probe cell behavior. As such, work has been done to design SMPs that
respond to other stimuli, such as exposure to light. For instance, Maitland et. al. designed an
SMP foam that expands in response to a high powered near-infrared laser for aneurysm
treatment.1 Since then, many SMP platforms that are light-sensitive have been developed.
Lendlein et. al. made a light-triggered SMP using cinnamic groups that could be deformed and
fixed into a temporary shape using UV light.2 Upon later exposure to light, the material
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recovered. A popular method for imparting light sensitivity to a material is by incorporating
metal particles3 or dyes4 that show a photoexcitation. This photoexcitation results in the
production of thermal energy5 that can then be transferred to the SMP, heating the material and
thus inducing shape recovery. Photo-thermal triggered SMPs have been designed using silver
nanoparticles, gold nanoparticles6,7 and graphene oxide.8–10 Recently, Ebara and colleagues were
able to design an SMP that responds to near-infrared light (NIR) light using gold nanoparticles
and successfully demonstrated SMP triggering in the presence of cells.11 Due to the ease of
controlling the area of light exposure, they were also able to show localized recovery of the SMP
and demonstrate that cells changed their alignment along the border of that recovery.
While NIR light has the advantage of being able to penetrate biological tissue, it also has
a high capacity to transmit heat to the surrounding tissue. While this may not be a concern in
some biomedical applications, as a cell mechanobiological platform, however, heat transfer to
culture cells is a potential problem. As such, the goal of this work was to design an SMP
platform that triggers its shape recovery in response to visible or white light. Herein we describe
modifying our previously used SMP bilayer system12 by adjusting the monomer composition to
increase the SMP glass transition (Tg), ensuring shape stability while culturing cells at 37 °C. We
next methacrylated graphene oxide and sonicated it with the unreacted monomers, thus allowing
the graphene oxide to be chemically cross-linked into the backbone. We then assessed the light
shape recovery of the SMP as well as characterized local wrinkle formation.

3.3 Experimental Section
3.3.1 Materials
Tert-butyl acrylate and benzyl acrylate were both purchased from Sigma Aldrich and
passed through an SDHR-4 purification column to remove the inhibitor. The initiator Irgacure
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184 was provided by BASF Formulation Additives. Graphene oxide was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich as an unexfoliated paste and then exfoliated following the manufacturer’s procedure.
Triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as
received. C3H10T1/2 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)
and expanded to passage 10-15 for experiments. Basal medium eagle (BME), fetal bovine serum
(FBS), GlutaMAX, penicillin/streptomycin, LIVE/DEAD stain, Formaldehyde, Triton X-100,
heat-inactivated bovine serum albumin (BSA), DAPI stain and Phalloidin 568 were all purchased
from Invitrogen and used as received.
3.3.2 Light Triggered Shape Memory Polymer Fabrication
3.3.2.1 Graphene Oxide Methacrylation
Graphene oxide was first exfoliated in water to create a homogenous dispersion following
the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 25 mL of water was added to 1g of graphene oxide paste
and stirred for 16 hr. The mixture was sonicated for 30 min and then centrifuged at 3500 rpm for
10 min to remove any large, unexfoliated particles. The supernatant was subsequently decanted
to yield a 2mg/mL solution of graphene oxide in water. The graphene oxide solution was dried
and resuspended in ethanol at a concentration of 1 mg/mL graphene oxide. Following methods
established by Cha et al., we slowly added 50 µL of 3-(trimethyloxysilyl)propyl methacrylate per
mg of graphene oxide to the suspension under continuous stirring and sonicated the solution for
60 min.13 The mixture was continuously stirred for 12 h at 50 °C. The resulting methacrylated
graphene was then dialyzed against aqueous ethanol to remove any unreacted product and
vacuum dried to obtain the methacrylated graphene.
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3.3.2.2 SMP Film Fabrication
A copolymerization technique was employed to synthesize substrates with a tunable glass
transition temperature (Tg). Two monomers, tert-butyl acrylate (tBA) and benzyl acrylate
(BenA) were mixed with a cross-linker (TEGDMA) and a photoinitiator Irgacure 184 and
injected between two glass slides with a 1 mm Teflon™ spacer. Glass slides were treated with
Rain-X™ to prevent adhesion with the cured SMP films. After injection, the mold was then
placed in a UV box (Black Ray, 365 nm, 2.0 mW/cm2) featuring symmetric illumination from
both sides of each specimen and allowed to cure for 1 h. To determine the effect of monomer and
graphene oxide composition on the Tg of the SMP film, the composition was varied. Briefly,
monomer compositions tested were 100tBA-0BenA (100 wt%tBA, 0wt%BenA), 50tBA50BenA, 20tBA-80BenA, 0tBA-100BenA and the cross-linking weight percent tested were 1, 5,
10 wt% TEGDMA. The m-GO concentrations tested were 0.5, 1 and 2.5 wt%. A constant
initiator concentration of 0.1 wt% Irgacure-184 was used. By varying the Tg of the SMP film, we
aimed to ensure the temporary shape was held during cell culture experiments as we have had
trouble with the tBA platform pre-recovering during active cell culture experiments.
3.3.3 Thermal Characterization
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC; TA Instruments Q200) was performed on all
samples using a DSC equipped with a refrigerated cooling system to record thermal transitions.
For each test, samples weighing 3-5 mg were loaded into a DSC consumables pan and
equilibrated by heating to 100 °C. Samples were cooled at 10 °C/min to -20 °C and held
isothermally for 1 min to remove any thermal history. Samples were then heated at 10 °C/min to
100 °C to measure the glass transition (Tg). The Tg of each sample was measured using
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Universal Analysis Software (TA Instruments) to calculate the inflection point of the step
transition in heat flow from the heat tracing.
3.3.4 Shape Memory Analysis
3.3.4.1 Thermal Shape Memory Analysis
Thermal (not light) shape memory cycles were performed on a dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA) (TA Instruments Q800) operated in controlled-force mode to quantify the shape
memory ability of the SMP films. Briefly, each sample was first heated to 100 °C and loaded at
0.05 N/min until 20% strain was reached. Samples were next cooled at 2 °C/min to 0 °C and the
load released at 0.1 N/min. To complete the cycle, samples were then heated at 2 °C/min and the
shape recovery recorded. This full cycle was repeated three times. The fixing (Rf) and recovery
(Rr) ratios for each recovery event were calculated using Eqns. 3-1 and 3-2, where shape “x”
refers to the shape or deformation being programmed into the sample in the current cycle and
shape “y” is the shape or deformation after the previous cycle.14

𝑅f(𝑥 ) =

𝜀x

(3-1)

𝜀x, load

Rr(𝑥 → 𝑦) =

𝜀x−𝜀y, rec
𝜀x−𝜀y

.

(3-2)

In Eqn. (3-1), εx and εx, load are, respectively, the strains measured after cooling and
unloading (thus, the strain fixed) and before unloading (or the attempted programmed strain). εy,
rec

is the strain achieved after recovery for shape y, and εy is the strain before programming shape

y.
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3.3.4.2 Light Triggered Shape Memory Analysis
Light-triggered shape memory behavior was also characterized using the DMA Q800.
First, the sample was loaded into the DMA and heated to 100 °C, above the Tg of the polymer.
The sample was stretched at a rate of 0.08 N/min until a strain of 20% was reached. The sample
was then cooled to 0 °C at a rate of 3 °C/min, held isothermally for 5 minutes and the force
unloaded at a rate of 0.1 N/min. At this point, the furnace was opened and the DMA was
programmed to isothermally hold the temperature for 30 min. Since the oven was open, this
would prevent the temperature controller from activating and allow the DMA to record data as it
normally does while the sample was exposed to light. The sample was exposed to 0.3 W/cm2 by
a light source (Fiber-Lite® DC-950) directed by a light tube (kindly provided by the Hosein Lab
at Syracuse University). The light tube prevented any of the heat caused by the light generation
from reaching the sample, thus ensuring that any sample recovery was due to light exposure. The
sample strain was recorded over a period of 30 min to measure light-triggered recovery. The Rf
and Rr were calculated using Eqn 3-1 and 3-2, respectively.
3.3.5 Localized Light-Based Triggering of Shape Recovery
Localized light-based recovery was characterized using the same bilayer approach
developed by Yang et al. that caused wrinkles to form along the surface of SMPs as materials
recovered.12 Briefly, samples were programmed to 10% strain and sputter-coated with gold 10x
for 10 s. This strain level has previously been used to induce wrinkle formation along the surface
of SMPs and was hence used again for this study. Sample strips were then sectioned into 5 mm x
5 mm pieces. Three samples were thermally recovered to show the wrinkle formation due to
temperature, and three samples were then triggered to recover by light. The wrinkle patterns
were imaged using the Hirox microscope and the atomic force microscope (AFM). Next, sample
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strips were sectioned into 5 mm x 10 mm pieces. One side of the material was then exposed to
the white light source and the sides and the interface were imaged using the Hirox microscope.
3.3.6 Cell Culture
3.3.6.1 Cell Culture Methods
All cell experiments were performed with the C3H/10T1/2 mouse embryonic fibroblast
line, a cell line we have frequently used in the development and application of cytocompatible
SMPs.15–17 Cells were obtained from the ATCC at passage 8 and expanded to passage number
12-15 to use for experiments, following the recommendations of the ATCC. Cells were cultured
in basal medium Eagle with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% GlutaMAX, and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin and passaged once 70-80% confluence was reached. Cells were passaged
by first rinsing the flask with PBS and incubating in a solution of 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA for 10
min. The cell solution was collected and diluted with an equal amount of complete BME. Cells
were then spun for 10 min at 200 g to centrifuge out the cells. Cells were resuspended in BME
and either seeded on materials or re-plated in a tissue culture flask. For storage, cells were frozen
in a solution of complete BME with 5% Dimethyl sulfoxide.
3.3.6.2 Material Cytocompatibility
To assess the material cytocompatibility, cells were directly cultured on programmed,
gold-coated samples. Gold-coated tBA-mGO samples were sterilized for 10 h on each side using
a UV light. All materials were then soaked in complete medium overnight to allow proteins to
adsorb to the surface. C3H10T1/2 cells were seeded onto the materials at 10,000 cells/cm2. Cellseeded materials were washed with PBS and stained with LIVE/DEAD at 24 and 48 h time
points with tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) well plates acting as live controls for counting and
analysis. Cell viability was calculated by dividing the total number of cells by the total number
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of live cells. Samples were visually checked for signs that wrinkles formed, to ensure that
samples did not recover during cell experiments and thus the temporary shape was stable for
long cell culture experiments.
3.3.6.3 Cell Cytocompatibility to Light-Triggering
To assess the cytocompatibility of the visible light-triggered recovery we first seeded
C3H10T1/2 cells on programmed material substrates. The cells were allowed to attach for 24 hrs.
At this point, the white light source was shined on the sample for either 30 s, 1 min, or 2 min to
trigger material recovery and then incubated for another 24 h. The samples were washed with
PBS and stained with LIVE/DEAD to assess cell viability and morphology. Cells seeded on
TCPS and exposed to the same amount of white light were used as controls.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Light Triggered Shape Memory Polymer Fabrication
The SMP films with m-GO incorporated were visually dark (close to brown) in color. In
addition, one side of the m-GO SMP films was rough while a second side was smooth. We
believe this is caused by the settling of the m-GO during polymerization, leading to a higher
content of m-GO on the bottom side of the film. We believe this may be advantageous in cell
experiments as the portion of the SMP with m-GO will likely get hotter than the rest of the
sample. Thus, this dispersion may provide an additional level of protection to the adhered cells,
which would be cultured on the smoother side away from the m-GO.
3.4.2 Thermal Characterization
The Tg of the SMP films was characterized using DSC. First, DSC was used to compare
the Tg of SMP films composed of different monomer ratios and cross-linker concentrations. This
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was done to identify the material components that resulted in a high Tg. The Tg could then be
optimized for both light recovery and active cell culture experiments. In general, the Tg of SMP
films increased with increasing BenA and TEGDMA content (Fig 3-1, Table 3-1) with the
100tBA 1wt% TEGDMA film showing the lowest Tg at 49.7 °C and the 100BenA 10%
TEGDMA showing the highest at 61 °C. However, as the BenA content increased so did the
broadness of the Tg, likely due to the tacticity of the benzyl group in the polymer backbone. As
such, only 100tBA, 50tBA-50BenA, and 20tBA-80BenA compositions were selected to test the
impacts of graphene oxide content. Due to the higher Tg, the cross-linker concentration was set
to 10 wt% for the remainder of the study. Next, the Tg dependence on m-GO content was
assessed for the selected compositions (Fig 3-2, Table 3-2). No trend in Tg was observed with
increasing m-GO content, however, the Tg of the tested SMPs was higher than the Tg of the base
materials.
3.4.3 Shape Memory Analysis
The shape memory behavior of the SMP films was assessed in a DMA using the methods
described above. Both thermal and photo-thermal shape memory behavior was measured and
compared.
3.4.3.1 Thermal Shape Memory Analysis
Thermal shape memory cycles demonstrated that the m-GO tBA substrates had a strong
shape fixing and recovery (Fig. 3-3). All material compositions tested showed an Rf of over 98 %
and an Rr of over 96% with small decreases in the recovery ratio with an increase in m-GO
content (Table 3-3).
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3.4.3.2 Light Triggered Shape Memory Analysis
Light-triggered shape memory behavior was also characterized using the DMA. First, the
SMP was thermally programmed and the Rf was calculated. Next, the furnace was opened, and
the light source was shined on the SMP for 30 min to capture any recovery event (Fig 3-4). The
0.5 wt% m-GO SMP showed no measurable recovery in response to visible-light exposure.
However, the 1 wt% m-GO and 2.5 wt% m-GO both showed good shape recovery with an Rr of
82.2 and 78.1%, respectively (Table 3-3). These values were smaller compared to the Rr of the
thermal shape memory behavior. A visual demonstration of visible-light triggered shape
recovery was performed by first heating a dog bone sample up to 80 °C and then deforming the
sample into a temporary “C” shape (Fig 3-5). The SMP was then exposed to white light and the
material was photothermally triggered to return back to its original flat shape.
3.4.4 Localized Light-Based Triggering of Shape Recovery
Localized light-triggered recovery of SMP films was visually demonstrated using a
wrinkling system where programmed SMPs are sputter-coated with gold (Fig 3-6). Wrinkling
and localized wrinkling experiments were carried out using 50:50 tBA:BenA and 20:80
tBA:BenA samples containing 2.5wt% m-GO. First, programmed samples were thermally
recovered to visually confirm the samples formed the expected wrinkle pattern (Fig 3-7). This
was repeated by exposing the samples to light and the resulting AFM images were visually
compared. No visual differences in wrinkle pattern formation were noted, however, these
patterns do need to be more quantifiable compared in the future. Next, a rectangular strip m-GO
SMP film was cut and one half of the material was exposed to light. As expected, we observed a
wrinkled side and a flat side with a very tight interface between the two topographies (Fig 3-8).
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This successfully demonstrated that the m-GO SMPs were capable of visible-light triggered
recovery.
3.4.5 Cell Cytocompatiblity to Material Chemistry and to Light-Triggered Shape Recovery
SMP material composition was standardized to 100-tBA 10wt% TEGDMA for all cell
culture experiments. Mouse fibroblasts cultured on the surface of m-GO SMP samples showed
strong viability to material chemistry for 24 h and 48 h time points except for the 2.5 wt% m-GO
sample at 24 h. However, two of these samples floated up during experiments, potentially
negatively impacting the viability results. In general, all SMP platforms showed a high cell
number (Fig. 3-10).
To assess the cytocompatibility of light-triggered recovery, we first cultured C3H10T1/2
cells directly on programmed and coated SMP films for 24 h. We then exposed the SMP films to
either 30 s, 1 min, or 2 min of visible white light to trigger material recovery. Cells were then
cultured for an additional 24 h before staining and imaging to allow for any potential changes in
cell morphology to occur, although no morphological changes were observed, even for samples
that showed shape recovery. The only samples that showed wrinkle formation (and thus shape
recovery) were the SMP films containing 1wt% m-GO or 2.5 wt% m-GO and had been exposed
to light for either 1 min or 2 min. Shape recovery was not observed for all samples exposed to 30
s of white light and for samples containing only 0.5 wt% m-GO. However, samples exposed to 2
min of white light exposure showed a decreased cell number and viability compared to other
experimental groups. This is likely due to the SMP heating up in response to light exposure and
exposing the cells to a hyperthermic environment. SMP films exposed to 1 min of light exposure
still showed a high viability but demonstrated a decreased cell number compared to samples
exposed for 30 s.
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3.5 Discussion
Here we have introduced and studied a new SMP that responds to visible light to allow
for an isothermal shape change during active cell culture experiments. We found that SMPs
composed of 100tBA and 10 wt% TEGDMA showed a high Tg that should offer stable shape
fixing during cell culture experiments. In addition, the designed SMPs showed excellent
thermally triggered shape memory behavior and showed good photo-thermal shape memory
behavior. It is worth noting that the deceased shape recovery of the samples triggered by visible
light may be a weakness of the experimental test. The DMA clamps do occlude part of the
sample that is stretched making it difficult to expose the entire sample to the same dose of white
light.
The SMPs also showed localized recovery in response to visible-light exposure which
was assessed and demonstrated using a bilayer wrinkling system. We visually compared wrinkle
patterns made using heat and light as a trigger and saw no discernible differences in the formed
wrinkle patterns. However, future studies will need to quantify the wrinkle patterns to enable a
more quantitative comparison. In addition, localized recovery was observed for samples using
the Hirox microscope. However, these samples could not be imaged using the AFM due to the
high level of curvature caused by localized wrinkling. This effect will have to be optimized in
the future, both to allow for more direct quantitative comparison but also for future cell
experiments. Particularly during active cell culture experiments, sample curvature can
complicate imaging, potentially causing samples to fall out of focus.
Cultured C3H10T1/2 cells showed strong viability on the SMP films. However, cells
cultured on SMPs exposed to 2 min of white light showed a low viability for samples that
showed wrinkle formation. This is likely due to the SMP getting too hot for the attached cells
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leading to cell death. In addition, even the samples that showed wrinkle formation and good cell
viability did not seem to show any cell morphology changes in response to the formation of
topography. However, it should be noted that cell morphology is difficult to assess using a
LIVE/DEAD stain. It is also possible that even for the samples that showed wrinkle formation,
there could have been some damage inflicted on the cells, preventing them from changing
morphology as expected. The balance between SMP, Tg, light exposure, and cell viability will
need to be further explored before using this SMP for active cell culture experiments.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have successfully demonstrated a visible-light triggered SMP platform that changes
its shape in response to white light. In addition, we successfully demonstrated localized wrinkle
formation in response to photo-thermal shape recovery. Both the material and process of lighttriggered recovery are cytocompatible at specified concentrations of m-GO and light exposure.
We believe SMP cytotoxicity is due to the m-GO efficient absorption of the white light heating
the material to a temperature that is no longer cytocompatible, and these parameters will have to
be carefully controlled in the future. This new design of visible light-triggered SMPs can be
anticipated to enable new isothermal active cell culture experiments to probe cell
mechanobiological responses. In particular, localized material recovery will enable experiments
focused on how cell behavior transitions as it crosses topographical interfaces and how this
behavior compares to cells that are far away from the transition.
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Table 3-1. Measured thermal transitions with varying monomer and cross-linking concentrations. In
general, there was an increase in the measured Tg with increasing BenA and TEGDMA concentration.

Material

1 wt% TEGDMA[a]

5 wt% TEGDMA[a]

10 wt% TEGDMA[a]

tBA

49.7

49.9

50.9

50:50 tBA:BenA

52.6

52.5

58.1

20:80 tBA:BenA

46.2

51.8

51.8

-

59.4

61.2

BenA
[a] Units of °C.
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Table 3-2. Measured thermal transitions at different monomer and m-GO concentrations at a fixed crosslinking concentration of 10% TEGDMA. Little change in the T g of the SMP films was observed with
different m-GO content however all compositions tested showed a higher Tg than the pure SMP materials.

Material

0.5 wt% m-GO[a]

1 wt% m-GO[a]

2.5 wt% m-GO[a]

tBA

57.3

55.5

57.3

50:50 tBA:BenA

57.8

61.5

61.4

20:80 tBA:BenA

56.3

56.6

57.4

[a] Units of °C.
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Table 3-3. Calculated fixing and recovery ratios for both thermal and light shape memory cycles. Both
thermal and light shape memory showed excellent fixing capabilities. However, the light recovery ratio
was lower. We believe this is due to some of the light being blocked by the metal clamps of the DMA.

Thermal Shape Memory
Rf
Rr

Light Shape Memory
Rf
Rr

0.5 wt% m-GO

98.5

99.3

99.3

-1.672

1 wt% m-GO

98.3

97.1

99.1

82.2

2.5 wt% m-GO

98.1

96.0

99.1

78.1

All listed values are in units of percent.
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Figure 3-1. DSC scans of SMP films of different monomer and cross-linker compositions. In
general, Tg increased from 49.7 °C (100tBA 1wt% TEGDMA) to a maximum of 61 °C
(100BenA 10 wt% TEGDMA) with increasing BenA and TEGDMA content. However, the
broadness of the Tg also increased with BenA content which would broaden the recovery event
of SMP films.
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Figure 3-2. DSC scans of the SMP films with different levels of graphene oxide embedded in
the material using 10 wt% TEGDMA as the cross-linker. The amount m-GO content appears to
have no effect on the overall Tg of the SMP system, however, all SMP films showed a higher Tg
compared to base films. This is compared to the pure tBA systems which showed the lowest Tg
but the sharpest.
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Figure 3-3. Thermal shape memory cycles of A) 100tBA 10% TEGDMA 0 wt% m-GO, B)
100tBA 10% TEGDMA 0.5wt% m-GO, C) 100tBA 10% TEGDMA 1wt% m-GO and D)
100tBA 10% TEGDMA 2.5wt% m-GO. All compositions showed excellent shape fixing and
recovery ability as well as a sharp recovery event.
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Figure 3-4. Light shape memory graphs. On the left is the thermal programming of the sample
before light exposure and on the right is the visible light-triggered recovery. Where the 0.5wt mGO samples showed strong shape fixing ability it showed no measurable visible light-triggered
recovery, likely due to the wt% of the m-GO being too low. Both the 1 wt% and 2.5 wt% m-GO
samples showed excellent shape fixing and recovery abilities with the 1 wt% m-GO sample
demonstrating the highest shape recovery ability.
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Figure 3-5. Demonstration of visible-light triggering of SMPs. The materials are first thermally
programmed by heating to 80 °C and then deformed into the temporary shape of a “C”. The SMP
is then exposed to white light and recovers back to its original shape.
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Figure 3-6. To create nano-wrinkles along the surface of SMPs, materials are first thermally
programmed to 10% strain. The samples were then sputter-coated with gold and triggered to
recover. Upon recovery, the SMP places a compressive strain along the surface of the material
causing the gold coating to buckle and form nano-wrinkle patterns. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 3-7. Wrinkle patterns formed along the surface of light-triggered SMPs that are both
thermally and visible-light triggered. No noticeable difference in the wrinkle pattern can be
observed.
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Figure 3-8. Since the light exposure can be spatially controlled, the SMPs can be locally
recovered creating areas with a wrinkled topography (Left) and areas with a flat topography
(Right). As can be seen in the figure the boundary between the wrinkled and non-wrinkled areas
of the sample is very sharp. Scale bar is 20 µm.
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Figure 3-9. The average viability of C3H10T1/2 cells cultured on the surface of programmed
and coated SMPs. The viability for the 24 h time points was lower than the 48 h time points but
this is potentially due to the sample floating during experiments versus material cytotoxicity.
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Figure 3-10. Representative cell micrographs of C3H10T1/2 cells cultured on the surface of
gold-coated SMPs. Live cells are shown in green and dead cells are shown in red. The scale bar
is 100 µm. Groups are the TCPS live control, 0.5wt% m-GO, 1 wt% m-GO and 2.5 wt% m-GO.
The SMP composition was set to 100tBA 10wt% TEGDMA for this study.
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Figure 3-11. Cell viability of C3H10T1/2 cells cultured directly on programmed and coated
SMP films exposed to white light for either 30 s, 1 min, or 2 min. The live control was cells
grown on a TCPS well plate. The highest viability was observed for the 30 s of exposure, but
material recovery was not observed until at least 1 min of exposure in the sample containing 1
wt% or 2.5 wt% m-GO. However, the samples exposed to 2 mins of white light exposure showed
poor viability potentially due to hyperthermic cytotoxicity.
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Figure 3-12. Representative micrographs of C3H10T1/2 cells cultured directly on programmed
and coated SMP films exposed to either 30 s, 1 min or 2 min of white light. Cell number
decreased with increased exposure with very few cells present on the samples exposed to 2 min
of white light. The samples showing the highest viability were those cultured on 0.5 wt% m-GO
which did not show any material recovery. In addition, samples exposed to 30 s of white light
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exposure showed a high viability but also did not show any material recovery. The scale bar is
100 µm.
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Chapter 4: Development of a Real-Time Cell Tracking
Algorithm
4.1 Synopsis
Herein we discuss the development and implementation of a real-time cell tracking
algorithm. To accomplish real-time cell tracking, we modified a previously developed cell
tracking algorithm, automated contour-based cell tracking of in vitro environments (ACTIVE), to
control a microscope directly during live-cell imaging and to segment and link cell tracks as each
new frame is acquired. These advances enable ACTIVE to acquire real-time cell images,
segment, and link stained nuclei to generate long-timescale cell tracks, and analyze cell tracking
behavior, all in real-time.

4.2 Introduction
Synthetic biomaterials are actively being employed as in vitro models to assess cell
behaviors critical to understanding biological functions and treat disease. To date, these
platforms have been an attractive means to study how cells respond to changes in stiffness,1–3
patterned surface chemistries,4,5 or ordered topographies.6–10 In addition, recent biomaterial
advances have enabled the development of dynamic, in vitro systems that can be used to study
how cells respond to alterations in their environment. These material platforms are sensitive to a
variety of triggering mechanisms, such as temperature change,11,12 light13–16, or enzymatic
activity,17 and these broadly applicable models are being applied to study cancer cell biology,18,19
cell mechanobiology,20,21 and developmental biology.22,23
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Cell migration is a cellular behavior of interest in many research areas and, therefore, in
many studies that employ synthetic biomaterials. To date, the standard for cell tracking remains
manual cell tracking, where a user manually identifies cells frame-by-frame to generate cell
tracks.24,25 However, these methods are time-consuming and prone to human error. As such, a
number of efforts have focused on the implementation of accurate, semi-autonomous, and fully
autonomous tracking methods with popular segmentation approaches that include pixel
thresholding to isolate cells26,27 and active contours to trace boundaries.28,29 A recent comparison
of cell tracking algorithms found that tracking by detection methods such as pixel thresholding
outperformed tracking by contour methods unless the cell tracking data sets have a high degree
of cell overlap.30 In these situations, contour methods are better adapted to tracking cells over
longer time frames, indicating that contour-based methods may be more relevant in analyzing
biological samples.
Previously, we have developed an automated, contour-based tracking algorithm that
tracks nuclear-stained images and has successfully deployed the approach in the study of cell
motility on anisotropic surfaces and in the study of mechanisms of cell migration. The algorithm,
automated contour-based tracking for in vitro environments (ACTIVE), identifies stained cell
nuclei in low contrast images, segments and links the nuclei over long time periods (or through
large image stacks), and processes multi-cell interactions that have traditionally limited the
accuracy of automated systems. In conjunction with our active cell culture platforms, we have
also studied how cell behavior changes in response to the formation of mechanical topography.
For instance, Wang et. al. was able to demonstrate on-demand on/off switching of polarized
motility in an HT-1080 cancer cell line.31 Brasch et. al. utilized our active SMP platforms in
conjunction with ACTIVE to quantify the relationship between nuclei orientation and the
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orientation of the Golgi body relative to the nuclease before, during, and after exposure to a
change in substrate topography.32 This change in topography caused a shift towards polarized
motility and indicated that the vector between the nucleus and the Golgi body may be a more
sensitive indicator of substrate features than nuclear orientation.
However, in both of these experimental platforms, decisions on when to use the
formation of substrate topography to perturb the cell migration behavior were made based on
pre-determined time points rather than real-time cell migration behavior. Particularly if used in
conjunction with active cell platforms, the development of a real-time cell tracking algorithm
would enable researchers to design topography formation events around quantitative cell
behavior, which could enable the formation and study of semi-autonomous feedback loops. Such
an experimental system would be achieved by combining previously developed active cell
culture platforms with a real-time cell tracking algorithm. To reach this goal, this chapter
discusses the modification of ACTIVE from a post-processing platform to a real-time cell
tracking platform. We assess this real-time tracking algorithm based on its accuracy (similarity
of the cell tracks compared to post-processing techniques) and processing time using different
imaging modes and analysis functions.

4.3 Development and Methodology of the Real-Time ACTIVE Tracking Algorithm
4.3.1 Post-Processing ACTIVE Platform
The original ACTIVE code was written in MATLAB and requires a valid commercial
license to operate. ACTIVE was designed to analyze cell populations that had been nuclearstained, as cell segmentation was achieved by fitting a contour to the nuclei. Following contour
fitting, ACTIVE then used linking system a previously established by Kilfoil and colleagues to
relate cell information between consecutive frames.33 Briefly, the total number of cells is first
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identified in each frame. Then, each image pair is systematically compared using positional
analysis, separating cell-cell identification matches into trivial (one potential match is identified)
or non-trivial (multiple potential matches are identified) classifications. Non-trivial cases are
sorted by minimizing the overall distance between the center of mass values. Afterward, each
particle is assigned an identification tag, which is sequentially used by ACTIVE to sort
inaccuracies associated with division and cell collision events. After corrections, the cell track
information is tabulated and run through a separate suite of analysis functions. One such analysis
function of substantial importance is the gyration tensor, used to calculate asphericity and the
mean squared displacement (MSD), which were used in the current work (Summarized in Sch. 41).
4.3.2 Real-Time Modification
First, the real-time ACTIVE modification (RT-ACTIVE) was written in MATLAB 2018
and includes a graphic user interface (GUI) that requires MATLAB 2017a or newer to properly
operate. Similar to the original version of ACTIVE, RT-ACTIVE also requires the Image
Processing Toolbox. The current version of RT-ACTIVE is programmed to interface with
Manager 1.4, and compatibility with other versions is not known.
To begin, we first ported the available scope commands into MATLAB following
methods established by Edelstein et al.34 and additional support from the creators of Manager.
Using these resources, we were able to load the full library of Manager commands available for
the scope. Next, the main wrapper function was modified following the code map outlined in
Sch. 4-2. Briefly, the experimental parameters from the input GUIs (including the MMC Java
functions for Manager) are loaded and the variables for tracking are initialized. The code then
goes into two large loops and iterates the core functions of ACTIVE through every experimental
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time point and position (a maximum of three tracking locations may be specified). Briefly, the
code will go through and sequentially capture and process images (only if scope controls are
enabled), conduct segmentation, manage linking, run post-processing corrections, choose or
continue to follow a cell (only if single-cell tracking is enabled), move the microscope so the cell
is centered (only if single-cell tracking is enabled), perform real-time calculation of tracking
metrics, and plot and display real-time cell tracks and tracking metrics. The code then iterates
through the number of specified positions (from one to three) and then iterates over the number
of specified time points.
RT-ACTIVE may be run in a combination of eight different modes depending on the
experimental needs of the user. When the user initializes RT-ACTIVE, a GUI is prompted and
guides the user through setting up their cell tracking experiment. All of the parameters that could
be specified in the original ACTIVE are still available for user modification on the left side of the
GUI (Fig 4-1). The GUI then asks the user to specify the imaging, tracking and position mode. If
the imaging mode is set to microscope, RT-ACTIVE will initialize Manager in preparation for
running a cell tracking experiment using live experimental data. If the imaging mode is set to test
stack, RT-ACTIVE will instead allow the user to load in an image stack of previously acquired
and processed images. In this regard, RT-ACTIVE could still be used as a post-processing
platform but will instead generate videos of how the analysis metrics change as new images are
added to the analysis. Next, if tracking mode is set to “Single-cell”, RT-ACTIVE will choose a
single cell per position and will attempt to track it over the course of an experiment. Currently,
RT-ACTIVE is programmed to pick a new cell if the cell is lost due to imaging problems or
undergoes a division or multi-body event. This was designed to improve the stability of the code,
as RT-ACTIVE can fail when a cell undergoes a complex interaction event. If the tracking mode
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is set to “Multi-Cell”, RT-ACTIVE will pull up to three positions from the position list in the
multi-D acquisition function in Manager. If the scope controls are enabled, RT-ACTIVE will
then load the positions and will translate the scope between those two positions to acquire cells at
those locations. If the image mode is set to “Test Stack”, RT-ACTIVE will allow the user to
upload up to three image stacks for analysis. Finally, if Position mode is set to “Single-Position”
the scope will track cells only at a single position. If position mode is set to “Multi-Position” RTACTIVE will track up to three positions at once. Three positions are the computational limit to
ensure that the processing time between frames does not become too lengthy during experiments
but to still allow for the inclusion of experimental controls during cell tracking experiments.
During our previous active cell culture experiments, three samples were typically used to make
up a single group. Two samples were static with either a flat or a wrinkled topography, while the
third was an active sample that would transition topographies at a set time-point.

4.4 Demonstrating the Accuracy of RT-ACTIVE
4.4.1 Multi-Position RT-ACTIVE Time-Lapse Microscopy
For cell-tracking tests, C3H10T1/2 cells were seeded on a 35 mm2 petri dish at 5,000
cells/cm2. Cells were stained using Hoechst 33342 and then incubated in a stage incubator during
imaging. The RT-ACTIVE code was then initialized in MATLAB and the initial experimental
parameters were set (Imaging Mode = Microscope, Tracking Mode = Multi-Cell, Position Mode
= Multi-Position). At this point, the experiment commenced and Manager was initialized. The
user was next prompted to set the imaging conditions of the microscope to ensure good nuclear
images were acquired (exposure, gain). The user was subsequently asked to load three positions
into the position list under Multi-D Acquisition and then the run began. RT-ACTIVE collected
the first 10 frames of data before starting the cell tracking plots and gyration tensor analysis. This
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multi-position acquisition was demonstrated for three separate experimental plates and a
representative run is shown in Fig 4-2.
4.4.2 Processing Time and Accuracy Validation
To ensure there was enough time between acquiring images during an experiment, we
recorded the processing time for every frame as the RT-ACTIVE moved through a 288-frame
test stack (Fig 4-3). The processing time increased as the number of frames processed increased,
as expected. In addition, all analysis functions increased the processing time, but only by a small
increment. Even for the last frame were all frames had to be processed, the overall processing
time for the entire image stack was under 35 s, which is well below the 3-5 min interval typically
used between image acquisition for live cell experiments.
To ensure the accuracy of cell analysis, we compared the cell tracking data generated by
RT-ACTIVE to the previously developed version of ACTIVE. To do this, we visually compared
the cell tracks generated by the two tracking codes by overlaying them in ImageJ (Fig. 4-4). We
believe this difference stems from the post-processing functions meant to correct for cellinteraction events. In the post-processing platform, ACTIVE can correct these cell tracks with all
the tracking information available. However, RT-ACTIVE only has a limited amount of the
frame information. Currently, RT-ACTIVE does reanalyze the cell tracks in every frame to allow
for corrections to be made to these events so the source of this discrepancy is currently unknown
and under investigation. We also compared the accuracy between the multi-position function of
the code (Fig 4-5) and found no difference between cell tracks generated using the same test
stack but run at different positions.
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4.5 Discussion
Here, we developed a real-time cell tracking code that can run in eight separate modes,
depending on the experimental needs of the user. The test stack function allows the user to easily
make videos showing the analysis of cell behavior changing as more frames of data are added.
The multi-position versus single-position feature allows users to prioritize experimental controls
to run fewer experiments overall or computational speed to run more complicated analysis.
Finally, the multi-cell versus single cell allows for two different experiments; either to track all
cells at a single location or translate the scope to follow a single cell while tracking all cells
around it. Although these options have been implemented, further experimentation is still needed
to fully assess their accuracy. For example, to assess the accuracy of single-cell tracking, a
synthetic data set that replicates the translation of the microscope is needed. In addition, work
still needs to be done on improving the overall accuracy of the RT-ACTIVE code compared to
the original code.
This work demonstrates the development of a real-time cell tracking algorithm and, to
date, the algorithm still needs to be implemented for active cell culture experiments. We hope
this real-time tracking will enable researchers to set the experimental conditions on when to
trigger material recovery based on actual cell behavior versus pre-set experimental time-points.
In addition, we hope to combine this real-time analysis with our visible-light triggered SMP to
create a semi-autonomous feedback loop system to enable us to study cell mechanobiological
experiments in the presence of a feedback loop.

4.6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have successfully developed a real-time cell tracking algorithm capable of running in
two separate modes: a multi-position acquisition in which the code tracks cells entering and
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exiting three separate locations and a single-cell acquisition where the code follows three
separate cells as they migrate and tracks all the cells within the translating frame. We have
shown that the resulting cell tracks differ slightly when compared to a post-processing method.
We suspect this is due to errors in the correction algorithms meant to increase the accuracy of
ACTIVE. We have successfully demonstrated the real-time ACTIVE using cells migrating along
a sample of TCPS. In the future, this real-time ACTIVE will be combined with active cell culture
platforms to enable real-time analysis of cell behaviors that will then be used to “decide” when to
apply mechanical perturbations.
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Scheme 4-1. ACTIVE executes four major tasks: (A-E) nuclear segmentation, (F) nuclear
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linking, (G) cell division and merging event post-processing, and (H-K) individual and collective
cell motility analysis. (A) Cells were stained with Hoechst 33342 and imaged for 24 h; (B) image
subsections exhibited variable intensity in nuclear staining. (C) Individual frames were first
processed using a bandpass filter and (D) contour profiles were established based on fluctuations
in nuclear intensity. (E) Single peak contours were fit with an ellipse at half-height, denoting cell
identification. Multi-peak intensity profiles were tagged as either a division or merging event and
reevaluated for accuracy during post-processing. (F-i) Once segmentation was complete, cell
identification tags were established and (F-ii) cell track information was linked between
consecutive frames. (G-i) Post tracking, cell-cell interaction events were identified, (G-ii)
processed using a custom cost function, and (G-iii) track information was updated. Motility
behavior was then characterized using different analysis metrics such as (H) decomposed meansquared displacement, (I) velocity-autocorrelation, (J) diffusion plots and (K) final cell locations
rotated by the principal axis of the gyration tensor. Adapted with permission from R.M. Baker,
M.E.Brasch, M.L. Manning and J.H. Henderson, Journal of The Royal Society Interface, 2014,
11, 20140386. Copyright © The Royal Society 2014.
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Scheme 4-2. A map showing the program structure of the real-time ACTIVE modification. First,
the experimental parameters from the input GUIs are loaded and the variables for tracking are
initialized. The code then goes into two large loops that loop the core functions of ACTIVE
through every experimental time point and position (a maximum of three). Briefly, the code will
go through and sequentially: capture and process images (only if scope controls are enabled),
conduct segmentation, conduct linking, conduct post-processing corrections, choose or continue
to follow a cell (only if single-cell tracking is enabled), move microscope so the cell is centered
(only if single-cell tracking is enabled), conduct real-time calculation of tracking metrics, and
plot and display real-time cell tracks and tracking metrics. The code then iterates through the
number of specified positions (from one to three) and then iterates over the number of specified
time points.
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Figure 4-1. The GUI for the real-time ACTIVE tracking code. Users are given the same input
parameters from the original version of ACTIVE. Users then specific a data file name and choose
which tracking options they want to have turned on. The code can be run in 8 different
combinations depending on the structure of the experiments. First, the code can be run in
“Microscope” or “Image Stack”. Image stack disables the microscope control functions and the
code will instead feed images in from an image stack one frame at a time. Second, the user will
specify between “single-cell” and “multi-cell”. Single-cell will trigger RT-ACTIVE to pick a
single cell and follow it over the course of an experiment. Multi-cell will have RT-ACTIVE stay
in a single location and track the cells entering and exiting the frame. Finally, the user needs to
specify between “Single-Position” and “Multi-Position”. Single-position means RT-ACTIVE
will only track a single spot or cell while multi-position will allow the user to specify up to three
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locations. It should be noted that if the scope mode is enabled RT-ACTIVE will read these
locations from the position list loaded into Manager.
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Figure 4-2. The cell tracks (top) and gyration tensor (bottom) for position 1 of the first MultiPosition experiment.
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Frame 4-3. The measured processing time for the full tracking and analysis of a 288-frame test
stack. The conditions tested were: Image stack (IS), multi-cell mode (MC), single position (SP)
while running no analysis, the radius of gyration analysis, the mean-squared displacement
analysis or both the mean squared displacement and the radius of gyration. As expected, the
processing time increased as the frame number increased. In addition, the analysis functions
increased the processing time as well.
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Figure 4-4. An overlay of the generated cell tracks created using ImageJ. The cell tracks
generated by the RT-ACTIVE are shown in green and the tracks generated by the original
version of ACTIVE are shown in red. Were the tracks overlap, the image is yellow. Upon close
inspection, one can see the overlap between the two cell tracking images is not perfect.
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Figure 4-5. An overlay of the generated cell tracks created using ImageJ. The cell tracks
generated by the RT-ACTIVE position 1 are shown in green and the tracks generated by the RTACTIVE position 2 are shown in red. No differences in cell tracks were observed.
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Chapter 5: Generating Complex Wrinkle Patterns Using
Triple Shape Memory Polymers
5.1 Synopsis
Herein, we describe the utilization of multi-shape memory composites to generate
complex wrinkle patterns. Briefly, we programmed triple shape polymeric composites to have
two separate strains programmed into two separate material phases. The materials were then
coated with gold and the strains were either recovered simultaneously or sequentially to induce
the formation of double or complex wrinkle patterns. It was noted that in order for the second
wrinkle pattern to form the second programmed strained needed to be higher than the first
programmed strain, likely due to a corrugation stiffening effect.

5.2 Introduction
The formation of controlled surface patterns has become an important topic in the field of
material science because nano/micro-scale topographies can give rise to a variety of material
properties.1 In nature, surface topography leads to a variety of surface properties such as the
adhesive properties of the gecko foot,2 the antibacterial properties of shark skin,3 or the
superhydrophobicity of the rose petal,4 to give a few examples, and much research has been
devoted to mimicking these properties. As such, a variety of nano and micro-scale patterning
techniques have been developed, including laser writing and photolithography.
Surface wrinkling is an alternative method for producing nano and micro-scale patterns and has
the advantage of allowing the formation of highly structured surface patterns over a large area. A
common wrinkling method involves a bilayer system where a material is deformed and then
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coated in a thin stiff film.5 Once the force is released, the material then applies a compressive
force to the thin film causing the film to buckle, creating highly ordered sinusoidal wrinkles
perpendicular to the direction of the applied force. Surface wrinkles have been generated using
thermal contraction,5–7 externally applied forces,7–9 ion beam bombardment,10 or differential
swelling or shrinking11–13 to apply buckling forces to thin films. For small strains, the formation
of wrinkles is predicted well by minimizing the total elastic energy in a uniaxial bilayer system
whose wavelength (λ) and amplitude (A) are given by the following:14,15

(Eqn. 5-1)

(Eqn. 5-2)

(Eqn. 5-3)
Where,

(Eqn. 5-4)
And εc is the critical minimum strain required for buckling, hf is the film thickness, ν is the
Poisson ratio, and Ef and Es are the plane-strain moduli of the film and substrate, respectively.
A large variety of wrinkling platforms that generate many different types of wrinkles
have all been developed. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) is a widely used wrinkling substrate and has
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been used to generate wrinkles by coating with metals16,17 or the surface has been hardened using
plasma oxidation,18 UV exposure6,19–22 or ion beam bombardment10 to generate a hard film.
Using these materials and film platforms, wrinkle patterns ranging from homogenous23 to
hierarchical,12,24–26 one-dimensional ripple patterns27 to two-dimensional herringbone,17 and
more complex patterns28 have all been generated. There is a growing interest in such wrinkling
platforms for application in stretchable electronics,21,23,29 microfluidics devices,30 controlled
wettability,19,20 micro-lens arrays,31 optical gratings,32 precision metrology,23 smart adhesion,33
and for controlling cell behavior.12,34,35
Recently, researchers have begun using shape memory polymers (SMPs) as material
platforms to “actively” induce wrinkling in response to an external stimulus. The first reported
use of an SMP as a wrinkling substrate was done by Fu and colleagues where they stretched a
sheet of polystyrene, both uniaxially and biaxially and coated the surface with a 10 nm layer of
gold to generate both uniaxial and biaxial wrinkle patterns.36 Since then, several examples of
SMP wrinkling platforms have been developed14,37–39 and recently reviewed.29 Our group has
also generated two active wrinkling platforms to study cell behavior in response to the formation
of topographies during cell experiments. Both platforms developed by Yang et. al/.35 and AshShakoor et. al. could generate wrinkles while cells were adhered to, causing the cells to transition
their morphology and migration behavior.34 Ash-Shakoor also explored the potential for
reversible wrinkling using this SMP platform.
Despite high interest in SMPs as wrinkling platforms, wrinkling using multi-shape
materials have not to date been reported. Multi-shape memory materials are a subset of SMPs
that can learn multiple temporary shapes, enabling the material to change shape multiple times.
This could enable the formation of more complex surface wrinkles using a very controlled and
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deliberate method. Other groups have developed more complex and hierarchical wrinkle patterns
in the past using a PDMS platform strained into various complex shapes. Most notably
Vandeparre et al. generated complex radial wrinkles along the surface of a titanium coated
polystyrene film using solvent deformation.12 Most notably when they cultured cells on such
patterns they observed that the cells seemed to be pinned down by the wrinkle patterns. By
utilizing multi-shape memory materials we hypothesize that we can from complex wrinkle
patterns in a controlled way that could later be applied to cell mechanobiological studies.
To accomplish this, we used a triple shape polymeric composite (TSPC) previously
designed in our group by Luo and colleagues40 as a platform to generate complex or double
wrinkle patterns. TSPCs made by encasing a PCL fiber mat in a matrix of epoxy were
programmed either uniaxially or biaxially and then coated with a gold film. By exploiting an
SMPs precise recovery ability we were able to study the formation of these patterns by using
both a 1 step and 2 step recovery approach.

5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Materials
All chemicals including diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA), neopentyl glycol
diglycidyl ether (NGDE), O,O′-Bis(2-aminopropyl)polypropylene glycol (Jeffamine D230),
dimethyl formadine and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) (nominal Mw = 90 000 g/mol) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Chloroform was purchased from Fisher
Scientific and used as received.
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5.3.2 Preparation of Triple Shape Polymeric Composites
Triple shape memory composites (TSPCs) were prepared using methods established by
Luo et. al.40 Briefly, a 20 wt% electrospinning solution of PCL was first prepared by dissolving
2g of PCL in 10 mL of a 4:1 by volume solution of chloroform to DMF. Electrospinning was
conducted using a custom-built set up that is composed of a high voltage power supply (Agilent
E3630A), a syringe pump (KDS100, KD Scientific), a low voltage negative power supply (PS
500XT, Hoefer Scientific) and a 5 cm diameter rotating drum. Fiber mats were spun using a
constant flow rate of 2 mL/h with an applied voltage of 12kV at needle-collector distance of 10
cm. The fibers were collected on a negatively charged mandrel (-500V) rotating at 800 rpm with
a slow horizontal translation along the collecting drum axis (perpendicular to the electrospinning
jet direction) to ensure that a uniform, randomly oriented fiber mat was produced. Then a molar
solution of NGDE:DGEBA monomer solution was mixed together for 2 min. The molar solution
was varied to precisely control the glass transition (Tg) of the resulting epoxy matrix to ensure
the programmed strain was stable during processing but far enough away from the melt transition
of the PCL to be resolvable. A 50 molar ratio of Jeffamine-230 was added to the solution and
stirred for an additional 2 min. The solution was then imbibed into an electrospun PCL fiber mat
and vacuum-infiltrated for 20 min. The composite was finally cured at 40 °C for 48 h, to prevent
melting of the PCL fiber phase before matrix vitrification, and then 60 °C for 24h to ensure
complete cure.
5.3.3 Thermal Characterization
TSPCs were thermally characterized using Dynamic scanning calorimetry (DSC) and
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). DSC was performed on all composites to ensure the glass
transition (Tg) and melt transitions (Tm) were suitably apart, using a Q200 (TA instrument)
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equipped with a refrigerated cooling system. For each test, samples weighing 3-5 mg were
loaded into a T-zero aluminum plan and first equilibrated by cooling to -10 °C. Samples were
then heated at a rate of 10 °C/min to 100 °C and cooled at a rate of 5 °C/min to -10 °C, this
initial heating being used to erase any thermal history. Samples were then heated by 10 °C/min
to 100 °C to measure the Tg and Tm of the composite materials. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
was used to measure the temperature dependences of the tensile storage modulus for all materials
using a Q800 (TA Instruments). Samples featured variable dimensions with typical values of
length, width and thickness of 6.25, 1.5, and 0.2 mm, respectively. The samples were first heated
to 80 °C and then cooled at a rate of 2 °C/min to 0 °C to erase the thermal history of the sample.
Samples were then heated at a rate of 2 °C/min to 180 °C while applying a small tensile
deformation of 20 µm (0.4 %) at an oscillation frequency of 1 Hz. Only composites that showed
separation between the Tg of the epoxy and Tm of the PCL where used in subsequent studies to
ensure both material recoveries could be triggered independently.
5.3.4 Triple Shape Memory Behavior
The triple shape memory behavior of the composites was measured in the DMA. First
dog bone samples were cut from the composites using a dog bone punch. The sample was then
loaded into the DMA and heated to 80 °C. At this point, the instrument was stopped and restarted
to zero out any thermal strain and the run restarted. The sample was heated to 80 °C and
stretched to 10% strain. The sample was then cooled to 0 °C to crystallize the PCL and fix the
first temporary shape. The sample was then heated to 50 °C, just below the Tm of the PCL. The
sample was then stretched another 10% to program into the epoxy phase of the composite and
again cooled to 0 °C to fix the second temporary shape. The force was then unloaded and the
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sample was heated at 2 °C/min to capture the recovery of the material. The shape fixing of the
epoxy and PCL phases was assessed using eqns. (5) and (6):
𝑅f(𝑥) = 𝜀

𝜀x

(Eqn. 5-5)

x, load

Rr(x → y) =

𝜀x−𝜀y, rec
𝜀x−𝜀y

.

(Eqn. 5-6)

In Eqn. (5), εx, εx, load are the strains measured after cooling and after unloading (thus, the
strain fixed) and before unloading (thus attempted strain fixing). In Eqn. (6), additional terms
include εy, rec, the strain achieved after recovery for shape y and εy, the strain before programming
shape y (x can be a strain at 80 °C or 50 °C, or 0 °C, the same holds for y). For strains
programmed at 80 °C (strain programmed for PCL-based fixing), εx was measured after the
sample had been heated to 50 °C to ensure that only the strain programmed into the PCL was
used for the final calculation.
5.3.5 Programming Triple Shape Polymeric Composites to Make Complex Wrinkle Patterns
To program TSPCs to generate complex wrinkle patterns, TSPCs were first cut into 25 x
125 mm strips and mounted into a custom manual stretcher. The location of the clamps was
marked using a sharpie and the length of the sample between the stretcher was recorded. The
stretcher was then placed in an isothermal oven at 70 °C, above the Tm of PCL for 10 m. The
distance between the clamps was then adjusted so the samples were flat and straight in between
the clamps and the length measured again to zero out any thermal strain. The samples were then
strained to either 10, 15 or 20% strain and then left to sit in the isothermal oven for an additional
2 m. The stretcher was placed in a freezer to cool the sample to -20 °C and fix the first strain.
The sample strip was then removed from the stretcher and the distance between the sharpie
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marks was measured again since the sample had a tendency to thermally expand as the PCL
crystallized. The sample strip was then placed in an isothermal oven at 49 °C, just above the Tg
of the epoxy but below the Tm of the PCL. This allowed the strain programmed into the epoxy to
recover, leaving only the strain programmed into the PCL. The length between the sharpie
marks was then measured again and the final fixed strain was calculated.
At this point, the samples were cut into 4 x 25 mm strips to maintain the 1:5 width to
length ratio required for uniaxial stretching conditions. Eight strips were cut parallel to the
original strain direction and eight strips were cut perpendicular to the original strain direction.
Upon strain recovery, this would either create two wrinkling events in the same direction
(uniaxial wrinkles) or wrinkle patterns with a 90° angle between them (biaxial wrinkling). The
smaller sample strips were then mounted into a Q800 Dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA). The
DMA then equilibrated the temperature to 49 °C, re-measured the length of the sample and then
strained the composite to either 5, 10, or 15% epoxy strain, cooled the sample to 0 °C, and the
force was unloaded. Once programmed the samples were stored in the freezer to prevent any prerecovery from occurring until the samples were ready to be coated. The TSPC strips were then
washed with soap and water to clean the surface and then placed in a sputter coater with the
surface cured against the glass face up (or the smoothest side). The samples were then sputtercoated in 10s increments for a total of 100s to create a 36 nm thick layer of gold over the
surface.35 Samples were carefully monitored during sputter coating to ensure the samples did not
recover before being completely coated which is indicated by the sample strips curling during
coating.
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5.3.6 Sample Recovery and Imaging Protocol
Once coated, the samples were imaged using an atomic force microscope (AFM) before
any recovery could take place. Briefly, the samples were cut into small squares and mounted
onto an imaging plate. The samples were then loaded into the AFM and a 100 x 100 µm square
section was scanned using contact mode at a frequency of 2 Hz. The samples were then divided
in half and put through two separate recovery protocols. The first recovery protocol was a twostep method where the two strains were triggered to recover sequentially. After taking the first
image scan, the samples were then heated to 50 °C, above the Tg of the epoxy but below the Tm
of the PCL, which allowed the strain programmed into the epoxy to recover and for the first
wrinkle pattern to form. The samples were then imaged again to assess the characteristics of the
first wrinkle pattern. Afterward, the samples were placed in an oven at 60 °C, above the Tm of
the PCL, to recover the second strain and allow the second wrinkle pattern to form. The samples
were then imaged one final time to characterize the features of the double or complex wrinkle
patterns. The second recovery protocol was a one-step method, where the samples were heated
directly to 60 °C allowing both the epoxy and PCL strains to recover as close to the same time as
possible. It should be noted however that there will always be a small lag between the triggered
recovery of the epoxy phase and the recovery of the PCL phase due to the difference in
temperature used. The resulting double wrinkle patterns were then imaged.
5.3.7 Characterizing Wrinkled Surfaces
AFM images were analyzed with the software platform Gwyddion 2.52. Multiple image
correction commands were implemented. First, the image was leveled by mean squared
subtraction and then horizontal scars were removed using the “leveling” and “remove horizontal
scars” command, respectively. The “align rows using various methods” were then used to
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remove any remaining horizontal line artifacts in the images. The minimum data was then shifted
to zero and the color balance was set to warm. The average roughness (Ra) (Eqn. 5-7) and the
means square roughness (Rms) (Eqn. 5-8) were then pulled from the statistical quantities chart.
𝑅a =

1
𝑁

∑𝑁
̂|
𝑗=1|𝑥j − 𝑥
1

𝑅ms = √𝑁 ∑𝑁
̂|
𝑗=1|𝑥j − 𝑥

Eqn. 5-7

Eqn. 5-8

Where xj is the peak and valleys height value and 𝑥̂ is the average height across the image.
A two-dimensional fast-Fourier transform (2D FFT) was then taken of the image and
saved. A 2D power spectrum density was then taken from the 2D FFT to evaluate any
characteristic spatial frequencies occurring on the surface indicative of wrinkle formation. The
peaks in the PSDF function correspond to the principle sinusoidal waveforms characteristic of
the wrinkle patterns formed along the surface. The main three peaks of the PSDF are then fit
with a Lorentzian curve (Eqn. 5-9) and the x0 and a terms were recorded.
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑦0 +

𝑎
[𝑏 2 +(𝑥−𝑥0)2

Eqn. 5-9

X0 is the inverse of the principle wavelength of the sinusoidal curve and the a term is related to
the amplitude. For evaluation, the x0 values were inverted and averaged to report an average
wavelength for the image. The a terms were summed for each image, converted from units of pm
to m, and then square rooted. The calculated value was then reported as a relative amplitude
since we believe that there is a numerical conversion that we have yet to address. As such the
amplitude can only be judged based on its relative trends and no further statistical trends can be
reported.
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For the scope of this study, all wrinkle images came from a single experimental run from
two separate composites that were compositionally similar using both DSC and mass
measurements. This was done to minimize the potential variable impacts of composition on
wrinkle pattern formation which would have made it difficult to see any noticeable trends.
However, due to the difficulty with making composites that were compositionally similar the
number of experimental replicates was limited. This means that all samples stretched at the three
different PCL strains all came from one large strip that was correspondingly cut into the 24
sample strips used to then program the epoxy strain. In addition, the 15% PCL, 10% epoxy
biaxially strained samples were recovered prematurely which prevented them from being used in
subsequent analysis.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Preparation of Triple Shape Memory Composites
TSPCs were prepared by embedding an electrospun mat of PCL in an epoxy matrix of
with a 51:49 molar ratio of DGEBA to NGDE according to methods established by Luo and
colleagues.40 Briefly, the PCL fiber mat was soaked in the epoxy monomer solution and then laid
on a clean piece of glass. The glass ensured that one side of the material was perfectly smooth
for the formation of wrinkle patterns. The composite was then rolled against the glass to remove
any excess epoxy monomers. The composite was then cured at 40 °C for 48 hours to allow the
matrix to vitrify. This preserved the morphology of the PCL fibers even after cure. The
temperature was then increased to 60 °C for 24 hours to ensure complete cure of the epoxy
matrix (Scheme 5-1). The resulting composite was opaque, indicating the composite components
existed in two separate phases.
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5.4.2 Thermal Characterization
DSC (Fig. 5-1) was used to ensure the Tg of the epoxy was within the target range before
any further experiments were run. If the epoxy Tg deviated from the target Tg of 45-48 °C, the
material was discarded and a new one was made to prevent the pre-recovery of the SMP during
coating. DMA was used to measure the temperature dependence of the storage modulus and to
ensure that there were two separate mechanical transitions, a requirement for multi-shape
memory. DMA revealed (Fig. 5-2) that there were two separate mechanical transitions, one large
from the Tg of the epoxy and one small from the Tm of the PCL.
5.4.3 Triple Shape Memory Behavior
The triple shape memory behavior was assessed (Fig. 5-3) by first loading a dog bone
sample into a DMA. The sample was first heated to 80 °C (above the Tg and Tm of the
composite) and strained to 10%. The sample was then cooled to 0 °C to fix the temporary shape
in the PCL phase of the material. The sample was then heated to 51 °C, just above the Tg of the
epoxy but below the Tm of the PCL and strained another 10%. The sample was then cooled to 0
°C and the strain unloaded. The sample was then heated at a rate of 2 °C/min to capture the
recovery event. The cycle was repeated three times and the fixing (Eqn. 5-5) and recovery ratios
(Eqn. 5-6) were calculated from each cycle. Upon recovery, the composite showed two clearly
defined recovery events first for the epoxy and then the PCL. The epoxy and PCL showed high
fixing ratios of 91.4% and 93.3% respectively. The recovery ratios of the epoxy and PCL were
84.2% and 88.7%, respectively demonstrating the strong recovery ability of the composites. It
should be noted that the strain was not unloaded between the programming of PCL and epoxy
however, making an accurate measure of the strain fixed in the PCL phase difficult.
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5.4.4 Generating Complex Wrinkle Patterns
All samples were programmed in a two-step fashion using the method described above.
Samples programmed with 5, 10, 15% strain in the PCL phase and 5, 10, 15% strain in the epoxy
phase in either the same direction (uniaxial) or orthogonal to each other (biaxial) (Scheme 5-2).
Each sample was then sputter-coated with gold and then imaged in the AFM prior to recovery
(Fig 5-4, 5-5). All samples prior to recovery showed a flat, smooth surface with minor surface
imperfections from processing. The 2DFFT showed only a circle in the center of the pattern
indicating that no sinusoidal patterning existed in the material. The samples were then put
through either a two-step or one-step recovery process to allow for the strains to either recover
sequentially or at the same time.
The samples with either 5, 10, or 15% strain programmed into the samples all showed the
formation of a sinusoidal wrinkles after heating to 50 °C (above the Tg of the epoxy), while the
sample programmed with 0% epoxy strain remained flat (Fig 5-6, 5-8). The 2DFFT for images
with wrinkles transitioned from a round circle to a barbell shape, indicating the presence of a
sinusoidal pattern along the surface. The 15% PCL, 15% Epoxy biaxially samples were damaged
during processing and as such are not shown with the current analysis. The Ra, Rms, average
wavelength and average relative amplitude were measured (Fig 5-7, 5-9) for both the biaxially
and uniaxially programmed samples. For both the biaxially (Fig 5-7A, 5-7B) and uniaxially (Fig
5-9A, 5-9B) programmed samples, no trend was observed in the Ra or the Rms for either the
epoxy or PCL strain. The average wavelength (Fig 5-7C) of the biaxially programmed wrinkles
increased with increasing PCL strain but remained constant with increasing epoxy strain. The
relative amplitude (Fig 5-7D) showed no trend with either the PCL or epoxy strain. Similarly, the
average wavelength for the uniaxially programmed samples (Fig 5-9C) showed a slight
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increasing trend with increasing epoxy strain, but the trend was much weaker than what was
observed in the biaxially programmed samples. There was no discernible trend in the relative
amplitude for the uniaxially programmed samples (Fig 5-9D).
Samples were then recovered at 60 °C, and complex double wrinkle patterns were
observed in the case were the strain was programmed biaxially and the programmed epoxy strain
was low. For the case were no epoxy strain was programmed, the samples showed a wrinkle
pattern in the direction of the PCL strain, either 90° for the biaxially programmed samples (Fig.
5-10) or 0° for the uniaxially programmed samples (Fig. 5-12). For the biaxially programmed
strain, only the 5% epoxy strained samples showed a discernable double wrinkle pattern,
indicated by the presence of two barbell patterns in the 2DFFT scans of the images (Fig 5-10).
As the programmed epoxy strain increased the double wrinkle pattern did not form. Interestingly
the 15% PCL strain-0% epoxy samples showed some double wrinkle patterns which may be due
to a Poisson effect (Fig 5-12). The Ra, Rms, average wavelength and average relative amplitude
were assessed for both the parallel and perpendicular (when applicable) wrinkles separately (Fig
5-11, 5-13). Again for both the biaxially (Fig 5-11A, B) and uniaxially (Fig 5-13A, B) no trend
was observed in the average roughness or mean square roughness with either epoxy or PCL
strain. For the biaxially programmed samples (Fig 5-11C), the wavelength of the wrinkle
patterns formed by the PCL strain was higher than the wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the
PCL. The wavelength of the epoxy wrinkles increased with increasing PCL strain as observed
for the 50 °C recovery. The relative amplitude of the PCL wrinkles decreased with increasing
epoxy stain (Fig. 5-11D) and no trend was observed in the epoxy wrinkles. Similarly, the
wrinkles formed with PCL strain had a higher wavelength compared to the epoxy wrinkles but
were only observable for the case were no strain had been programmed into the epoxy (Fig. 5-
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13C). The wavelength of the uniaxial wrinkles showed no trend with increasing epoxy strain and
did not noticeably change in value from the 50 °C recovery. There was no observable change in
the relative amplitude for the uniaxially programmed samples (Fig 5-13D).
Samples recovered with a one-step recovery profile showed double wrinkle patterns
under more programming conditions compared to those recovered using a two-step recovery
profile. Similar to the two-step recovery, some samples with no epoxy programmed strain
showed the double wrinkle patterns, potentially due to a Poisson effect. For biaxially
programmed samples the double wrinkle patterns were observable for samples programmed with
more than 15% PCL strain (6% fixed) and less than 15% epoxy strain (Fig. 5-14). For the
uniaxially programmed samples, programmed with a large amount of PCL strain and no epoxy
strain also showed some double nature, most likely due to the Poisson effect (Fig. 5-16). For
both uniaxially and biaxially programmed samples, no trend in the Ra or the Rms was observed
with programmed PCL or epoxy strain (Fig 5-15, 5-17). The wavelength of the PCL wrinkles
increased with increasing epoxy strain while the wavelength of the epoxy wrinkles showed no
change over time (Fig 5-15C). The relative amplitude of the PCL wrinkles decreased with
increasing epoxy strain and no trend was observed for the relative amplitude of the epoxy
wrinkles in the biaxially programmed samples (Fig. 5-15D). No trend was observable for either
the average wavelength or relative amplitude for either the PCL or epoxy wrinkles in the
uniaxially programmed samples (Fig. 5-17).

5.5 Discussion
Overall, the generation of complex wrinkle topographies along the surface of TSPCs was
successful when the programmed strains were perpendicular and the final fixed strains were
close in value. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of applying a wrinkling
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platform to a multi-shape memory material to generate complex, double wrinkle patterns
utilizing two independent and well-controlled step transitions. We did observe that the complex
wrinkle patterns did not form in samples where the epoxy strain was high compared to the PCL
strain. For the cases where double wrinkle patterns were observed the wavelength of the 2nd
pattern was larger compared to the wavelength of the first wrinkle pattern. We believe this
increase is due to the corrugation stiffening of the gold film after the formation of the first
wrinkle pattern. Another potential reason for the difference is during the formation of the first
wrinkle pattern, the SMP matrix is undergoing a Tg which changes the stiffness of the matrix.
This means that during the formation of the first wrinkle pattern, the matrix stiffness is
transitioning from stiff to soft which would impact the formation of the wrinkle patterns. In
contrast, when the 2nd pattern forms the matrix is fully soft which according to Eqn. 5-1 would
decrease the predicted wavelength of the wrinkle patterns.
However, there are many limitations to the current work. The first is the shape memory
ability of multi-shape memory composites is highly dependent on the composition of the
composite, a factor that can be difficult to control using the current manufacturing method. For
the current system, the main problem was in the cases where the PCL composition was high
(thus giving the PCL transition a stronger shape memory fixing ability) the PCL fibers would
pull out to the surface of the composite. This added a separate roughness pattern that disrupted
the formation of wrinkles which forced us to use a lower composition of PCL. This could be
potentially addressed by using a polymerization induced phase separation technique, similar to
the one developed by Torbati and colleagues.41 Due to these limitations all the samples analyzed
are taken from just two composites and cut from just four larger strips. This means that the PCL
stretch was only done once for each PCL strain condition, while the epoxy stretch was done three
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times. Ideally, this would be repeated at least 3 times however the difficulty with controlling the
%PCL content made doing so difficult. Being able to better control these factors would allow us
to both repeat this study but also further change the angle between the programmed strains to
potentially observe different patterns.
The second limitation is in the analysis technique. These double wrinkle patterns were
difficult to analyze since it was difficult to separate the two patterns even using multiple filtering
methods. This limited the conclusions that could be drawn from the experimental data. Ideally,
future work for this will include a mathematical model to better understand what factors are
important in this type of double wrinkle formation.
Finally, the current TSPC is not ready for cell culture due to two factors. The first is to
the best of our knowledge and ability it appears that the epoxy matrix used in the fabrication of
TSPCs is cytotoxic. This conclusion was drawn after several attempts made by several
researchers to grow cells on the surface of the epoxy materials. This could be addressed by
changing this matrix out for another SMP material like Yang and collogues35 used in their work.
The second is the PCL recovery requires heating the polymer above 55 °C, which is too high for
cultured cells to survive. We could switch this out for a material with a lower transition
temperature, but that would make it impossible to program two separate strains into the two
material phases. An alternative would be designing a multi-shape memory composite that is both
temperature and light-triggered, allowing the first wrinkle pattern to be triggered by temperature
and the second wrinkle pattern to be triggered by light. Light triggered wrinkle formation is
already being explored by other research groups because of the advantage of being able to
precisely control the formation of wrinkles along the surface of a material. For instance, Haan
and collogues developed wrinkle platform by coating liquid crystal elastomers with gold and
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showed contactless wrinkle pattern formation that could be spatially controlled well enough to
draw the face of a person.1 In addition, this could be a potentially powerful platform to study cell
behavior as one could create very precise boundary conditions and assess cell behavior as cells
move across these boundaries.

5.6 Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated using TSPCs to generate complex or
double wrinkle patterns. There were no observable trends in the roughness of the surfaces or
amplitude of the wrinkles formed. The wavelength, however, did show a dependence on what
shape recovery generated the wrinkle pattern either due to a corrugation stiffening effect or due
to a decrease in the substrate modulus. However, there are several challenges that need to be
addressed before using this platform for cell mechanobiological studies. These challenges would
involve changing the material composition, fabrication method and using different shape
memory triggering mechanisms.
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Scheme 5-1. Fabrication schematic for making TSPCs. The epoxy components were first mixed
in a beaker until well mixed. The mixture was then poured over an electrospun fiber mat of PCL
and placed against a piece of clean and smooth glass. The material was rolled to get some excess
epoxy out of the fibers and ensure good contact with the glass. This ensured that one side of the
material was atomically smooth like the glass. The epoxy was then cured against the glass at 40
°C for 48 hours to partially cure the epoxy to hold the fiber morphology of the PCL in the
composite material. The temperature was then increased to 60 °C to ensure complete cure of the
epoxy.
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Scheme 5-2. Schematic of how to program the TSPCs to generate complex or double wrinkle
patterns. First, a large strip of the material is heated to 70 C, above the Tm of the PCL
component and strained to either 10, 15 or 20% strain. The strip is then cooled and cut into
smaller sections either parallel to the original stretch direction, or perpendicular (depicted here).
The smaller strips are then heated to 49 C and strained a second time to program in the second
strain. The samples are then coated with a thin layer of gold and triggered to recover, forming
wrinkle patterns.
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Figure 5-1. An example DSC trace of a TSMC showing two distinct thermal transitions per
composite. The Tg of the epoxy was carefully controlled by controlling the composition of the
epoxy monomers and selected so that the Tg was high enough to prevent recovery during gold
coating but low enough to ensure good separation between the Tg of the epoxy and the Tm of the
PCL. Specifically, a Tg of 45-48 °C was target for the epoxy monomers.
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Figure 5-2. A DMA sweep showing the temperature dependence of the modulus of the TSPCs.
The storage modulus trace shows a small separation between the two transitions, while the tan
delta shows a secondary hump, indicating two separate mechanical transitions.
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Figure 5-3. An example triple shape memory cycle (TSMC). The dog bone sample is first heated
to 80 °C and stretched to program a strain into the PCL phase of the sample. The temperature is
then cooled to 0 °C to crystallize the PCL and fix the first temporary shape. The temperature is
then increased to 50 °C and strained again to program a temporary shape into the epoxy phase of
the material. The material is then cooled to 0 °C to fix the second temporary shape and the force
removed. The sample is then heated at a continuous rate to capture the recovery event. The
epoxy and PCL showed a fixing ratio of 91.4% and 93.3%, respectively and a recovery ratio of
84.2% and 88.7%, respectively.
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Figure 5-4. AFM micrographs of the TSPC surfaces after coating the samples with gold but
prior to any recovery steps for the biaxially programmed samples. The surfaces all showed no
sinusoidal wrinkle patterns and were all very flat. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 5-5. AFM micrographs of the TSPC surfaces after coating the samples with gold but
prior to any recovery steps for the uniaxially programmed samples. The surfaces all showed no
sinusoidal wrinkle patterns and were all very flat. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 5-6. AFM micrographs of the TSPC surfaces after the first recovery step at 50 °C for the
biaxially programmed samples with the 2D-FFT shown in the upper right-hand corner. As the
epoxy recovered its strain the gold surface buckled forming wrinkle patterns along the surface of
the materials. As this occurred the 2DFFT scans developed are barbell shapes indicating the
presence of a sinusoidal pattern on the surface. The samples with no epoxy strain programmed in
did not show any wrinkle pattern formations as expected. The wavelength of the epoxy wrinkles
actually increased with increasing PCL strain, indicating the presence of some cross-talk
between the programmed strains. The 15% epoxy strain for the 15% PCL samples is not present
as it recovered prematurely. Scale bar is 10 µm
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Figure 5-7. Graphs showing the average roughness, wavelength and relative amplitude of the
wrinkle patterns formed after the first 50 °C recovery of the biaxially programmed samples. The
20% PCL samples showed a small increasing trend in the average roughness while the other
samples showed little change as the strain increased overtime. The average wavelength of the
wrinkle patterns increased with increasing PCL strain stain and showed no trend in increasing
epoxy strain. The amplitude of the developed wrinkles showed no noticeable trend.
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Figure 5-8. AFM micrographs of the TSPC surfaces after the first recovery step at 50 °C for the
biaxially programmed samples with the 2D-FFT shown in the upper right-hand corner. As the
epoxy recovered its strain the gold surface buckled forming wrinkle patterns along the surface of
the materials. As this occurred the 2DFFT scans developed are barbell shapes indicating the
presence of a sinusoidal pattern on the surface. The samples with no epoxy strain programmed in
did not show any wrinkle pattern formations as expected. The wavelength of the epoxy wrinkles
actually increased with increasing PCL strain, indicating the presence of some cross-talk
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between the programmed strains. The 15% epoxy strain for the 15% PCL samples is not present
as it recovered prematurely. Scale bar is 10 µm
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Figure 5-9. Graphs showing the average roughness, wavelength and relative amplitude of the
wrinkle patterns formed after the first 50 °C recovery of the uniaxially programmed samples. No
noticeable trend in the surface roughness was observed with the strain of the materials. The
average wavelength of the wrinkle patterns remained the same as the epoxy strain increased,
except for the samples programmed with 15% PCL strain, which showed a general decreasing
trend. The relative amplitude of all the samples showed no general trend except for the samples
programmed with 20% PCL strain which showed a decreasing trend in the amplitude.
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Figure 5-10. AFM micrographs of the TSPC surfaces after the second recovery step at 60 °C for
the biaxially programmed samples with the 2D-FFT shown in the upper right-hand corner. For
the samples with no epoxy strain, a perpendicular wrinkle pattern formed along the surface as the
PCL recovered its strain. As this occurred the 2DFFT scans developed are barbell shapes in an
up-down direction indicating the presence of a sinusoidal pattern on the surface. For the samples
were the epoxy wrinkles had already formed, the PCL recovery caused an additional wrinkle
pattern to form along the surface, but only for those samples with a small amount of epoxy
strain. The double wrinkle patterns showed a double bar-bell shape in their 2DFFT scans,
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indicating that two sinusoidal patterns existed. The 15% epoxy strain for the 15% PCL samples
is not present as it recovered prematurely. Scale bar is 10 µm
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Figure 5-11. Graphs showing the average roughness, wavelength and relative amplitude of the
wrinkle patterns formed after the second 60 °C recovery of the biaxially programmed samples.
No noticeable trend in the surface roughness was observed with the strain of the materials. The
average wavelength of the samples increased with programmed PCL strain but remained
constant with increasing epoxy strain. The wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the PCL was
on average higher than the wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the epoxy recovery. The
amplitude of the wrinkles remained similar for all epoxy strain groups, however, the amplitude
of the PCL wrinkles showed a decreasing trend with increasing epoxy strain.
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Figure 5-12. AFM micrographs of the TSPC surfaces after the second recovery step at 60 °C for
the uniaxially programmed samples with the 2D-FFT shown in the upper right-hand corner. For
the samples with no epoxy strain, a wrinkle pattern with the recovery of the PCL, and in some
cases showed a double nature, despite there being no biaxially programmed strain. The samples
with epoxy wrinkles pre-formed showed a decrease in the wavelength of the wrinkle patterns
compared to the patterns formed at 50 °C. Scale bar is 10 µm
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Figure 5-13. Graphs showing the average roughness, wavelength and relative amplitude of the
wrinkle patterns formed after the second 60 °C recovery of the uniaxially programmed samples.
No noticeable trend in the surface roughness was observed with the strain of the materials. The
average wavelength of the samples increased with programmed PCL strain but remained
constant with increasing epoxy strain. The wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the PCL was
on average higher than the wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the epoxy recovery. The
amplitude of the wrinkles remained similar for all epoxy strain groups, however, the amplitude
of the PCL wrinkles showed a decreasing trend with increasing epoxy strain.
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Figure 5-14. AFM micrographs of the TSPC surfaces after the 1 step recovery 60 °C for the
biaxially programmed samples with the 2D-FFT shown in the upper right-hand corner. This
allowed for both strains to recover at approximately the same time, although there would still be
a lag between the recovery for the PCL compared to the epoxy due to the temperature
difference). For the samples with no epoxy strain, a perpendicular wrinkle pattern formed along
the surface as the PCL recovered its strain. As this occurred the 2DFFT scans developed are
barbell shapes in an up-down direction indicating the presence of a sinusoidal pattern on the
surface. Similar to above the samples with a large amount of the PCL strain did show some
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double wrinkle patterns forming, likely due to a Poisson effect. For samples with both epoxy and
PCL strain programmed in you saw the formation of various wrinkle patterns. In the case where
the epoxy strain is high compared to the PCL strain, only the orthogonal wrinkle patterns are
observable, however as the PCL strain increases the formation of double wrinkle patterns is
evident. In the case of 15% epoxy strain, only the orthogonal wrinkle pattern was observed. The
double wrinkle patterns showed a double bar-bell shape in their 2DFFT scans, indicating that
two sinusoidal patterns existed. The 15% epoxy strain for the 15% PCL samples is not present as
it recovered prematurely. Scale bar is 10 µm
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Figure 5-15. Graphs showing the average roughness, wavelength and relative amplitude of the
wrinkle patterns formed for the 1-step recovery at 60 °C for the biaxially programmed samples.
No noticeable trend in the surface roughness was observed with the strain of the materials. The
average wavelength of the samples increased with programmed PCL strain but remained
constant with increasing epoxy strain. The wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the PCL was
on average higher than the wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the epoxy recovery and
increased with increasing epoxy strain. The amplitude of the wrinkles remained similar for all
epoxy strain groups, however, the amplitude of the PCL wrinkles showed a decreasing trend with
increasing epoxy strain.
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Figure 5-16. AFM micrographs of the TSPC surfaces after the 1 step recovery at 60 °C for the
uniaxially programmed samples with the 2D-FFT shown in the upper right-hand corner. For the
samples with no epoxy strain, a wrinkle pattern with the recovery of the PCL, and in some cases
showed a double nature, despite there being no biaxially programmed strain; likely due to a
Poisson effect since the modulus of the composite would be lower for the PCL recovery since the
epoxy is already rubbery. Scale bar is 10 µm
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Figure 5-17. Graphs showing the average roughness, wavelength and relative amplitude of the
wrinkle patterns formed after the second 60 °C recovery of the uniaxially programmed samples.
No noticeable trend in the surface roughness was observed with the strain of the materials. The
average wavelength of the samples increased with programmed PCL strain but remained
constant with increasing epoxy strain. The wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the PCL was
on average higher than the wavelength of the wrinkles formed by the epoxy recovery. The
amplitude of the wrinkles remained similar for all epoxy strain groups, however, the amplitude
of the PCL wrinkles showed a decreasing trend with increasing epoxy strain.
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Chapter 6: Development of Quadruple Shape Memory
Compositesǂ
6.1 Synopsis
This chapter discusses the design of a quadruple shape memory composite using a similar
composite approach used in chapter 5. Here we combined two composite making methods used
by Luo et. al.1 and Torbati et. al.2 to design a triphasic quadruple shape memory composite
capable of learning three temporary shapes and one permanent shape. In addition, we
demonstrate that these composites are capable of multi-surface shape memory. This effect could
be used to design materials that can transition between several topographical patterns.

6.2 Introduction
Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are a special class of materials that can store one or
more temporary shapes and macroscopically transition from a stored shape to a permanent,
“remembered” shape in response to an external stimulus.3 Such behavior requires two
components: a memory component (phase or macromolecular constituent) that can be in the
form of physical or chemical cross-links, crystalline domains, or interpenetrating networks; and a
shape-fixing component (phase or macromolecular constituent) that can come from either
crystallization, vitrification, liquid crystal transitions, reversible molecular cross-linking and
supramolecular associations.4,5 In a typical shape memory cycle (SMC), the SMP is heated
above a characteristic transition temperature to a compliant, rubbery state. An external stress is
then applied to the material, resulting in deformation to a new, temporary shape with mechanical
ǂ

Adapted with permission from S.L. Buffington, B.M. Posnick, J.E. Paul, and P.T. Mather, ChemPhysChem,
2018, 19, © 2018 ChemPhysChem Inc. Published by Wiley Online Library.
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resistance from the memory component of the material. This deformation – often termed
“mechanical programming” – decreases the polymer network’s configurational entropy to an
unfavorable state which is locked in when the material is cooled below its transition temperature
and the constituent network chains of the memory phase are immobilized. Once heated above
this transition temperature, however, the network chains are remobilized so that rubber (entropy)
elasticity acts to return the object toward its permanent shape.4–6
SMPs with a wide range of material properties have been designed and are reviewed
briefly here for the interested reader.3–8 Due to inherent versatility, SMPs have been proposed for
applications spanning biomedical devices9, space applications, microsensors and actuators, drug
delivery systems and intelligent textiles, among others.3,4 The most common trigger for an SMP
is heat; however, SMPs triggered by light10,11 ultrasound12, electricity13, water14,15 solvents16 and
magnetism17,18 have been reported as well. SMPs exhibiting unique properties like anisotropy19,
soft actuation20, light emission21, self-healing22 and other special properties reviewed here23 have
also been developed. In addition, SMPs with reconfigurable permanent shapes have been
introduced, allowing the possibility that the SMP could be mass-produced but with the
permanent shape being amenable to reprogramming as desired for specific applications.24,25
SMPs that can reversibly actuate between their permanent and temporary shape, called reversible
SMPs, have also been proposed for applications involving switches and actuators,25,26 for
instance, soft muscle actuators.27
An important limitation of the described SMP systems is that most are only able to fix
one shape, yielding limited actuation between just two shapes: one fixed (or “programmed”) and
one permanent. Multi-shape memory polymers (multi-SMPs) are capable of being programmed
into at least two temporary shapes while possessing one permanent shape which allows the
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materials to undergo more complex shape changes.8 The first example of a triple shape memory
(TSM) material was designed by Bellin and co-workers who combined two crystalline switching
segments, poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) within the context of a
polymer network.28 Since this development, two primary methods for producing multi-shape
memory materials have been employed. The first is combining materials with separate thermal
transitions in either a macromolecular chemistry or by blending two or more polymers in a
composite approach. For example, our group designed a triple shape polymeric composite by
embedding a PCL fiber mat into an epoxy-based SMP matrix.1 This created a composite with
two interpenetrating phases – with separate thermal transitions – capable of fixing two temporary
shapes. In addition, our group developed a triple shape composite using polymerization induced
phase separation (PIPS).2 In this method, epoxy monomers and low molecular weight PCL were
mixed into a single phase melt that, upon polymerization, underwent phase separation to create
an SMP matrix with pockets of PCL distributed throughout the material. Using a similar method
we also designed the first example of triple shape composite foams,29 while other groups have
expanded the abilities of multi-shape materials by designing systems that respond to different
triggers, such as pH30, light30, and magnetism.31
Another approach to make multi-SMPs involves materials with distinctly broad glass
transitions that allow one glass transition event (albeit broad) to mechanically program multiple
shapes at different temperatures within the transition and to recover them at temperatures close to
the programming temperature as the material moves through its recovery. This is sometimes
referred to as the “temperature memory effect”. Using this method, researchers have been able to
achieve a quadruple and even quintuple SMP effect. For instance, researchers composed a semiinterpenetrating network composed of cross-linked poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and
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linear PEG. After polymerization, the PMMA displayed a broad glass transition and the PEG had
a sharp melt transition.32 With these two separate phases they were able to program three shapes
into the PMMA matrix and had one shape programmed into the PEG phase, creating the first
example of quintuple shape memory. A second example from Luo and colleges used a living
radical copolymerization with changing monomer feed ratios to create a compositional gradient
along the polymer backbone.33 This gradient resulted in a broad glass transition that yielded a
multi-SMP capable of both quadruple and quintuple shape memory effects. We are aware of one
previous example of a quadruple shape memory composite using three distinct thermal
transitions, in contrast to broad thermal transitions as described above. Podgórski and colleagues
used a combination of Michael-thiol and Michael/thiol-isocyanate layers in bi-layer and tri-layer
structures that demonstrated triple and quadruple shape properties, respectively.34 Using this
method they obtained fixing and recovery ratios above 70% for all shape transitions.
Intrinsically, this multilayer approach presents a limitation of multi-shape phenomena to the
bulk, a limitation we sought to address in the present work.
Herein, we introduce the design of a multi-phase quadruple shape memory composite that
displayed both bulk and surface quadruple shape memory behavior. We accomplished this by
combining two fabrication methods that we previously contributed to yield triple shape
composites.1,2 Briefly, we imbibed an electrospun PCL fiber mat with a PIPS precursor solution
of PMMA dissolved in uncured epoxy liquid. Further processing led to a ternary composite with
one permanent shape and capacity to program three temporary shapes locally or
macroscopically. In what follows, we will explain the preparation, thermo-mechanical and
quadruple shape memory properties of these composites.
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6.3 Experimental Methods
6.3.1 Materials
All chemicals including diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA), neopentyl glycol
diglycidyl ether (NGDE), O,O′-Bis(2-aminopropyl)polypropylene glycol (Jeffamine D230) and
poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) (nominal Mw = 90 000 g/mol) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used as received. PMMA (nominal Mw = 75 000 g/mol) was purchased from Scientific
Polymer Products, Inc.
6.3.2. Fabrication of Composite Materials
6.3.2.1 Electrospinning
The electrospinning solution was prepared by dissolving 2 g of PCL in 10 mL of
chloroform:DMF (Vchloroform:VDMF 8:2) solution and set to stir for 24 h, yielding a clear and
colorless viscous solution. Electrospinning was conducted using a custom-built set up that is
composed of a high voltage power supply (Agilent E3630A), a syringe pump (KDS100, KD
Scientific), a low voltage negative power supply (PS 500XT, Hoefer Scientific) and a 5 cm
diameter rotating drum. Fiber mats were spun using a constant flow rate of 2 mL/h with an
applied voltage of 12kV at needle-collector distance of 10 cm. The fibers were collected on a
negatively charged mandrel (-500V) rotating at 800 rpm with a slow horizontal translation along
the collecting drum axis (perpendicular to the electrospinning jet direction) to ensure that a
uniform, randomly oriented fiber mat was produced.
6.3.2.2 Fabricating Triple Shape Polymeric Composites
TSMCs were fabricated using previously described methods.1 Briefly, a 60:40 molar ratio
of NGDE:DGEBA monomer solution was mixed together for 2 min. A 50 molar ratio of
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Jeffamine-230 was added to the solution and stirred for an additional 2 min. The solution was
then imbibed into an electrospun PCL fiber mat and vacuum-infiltrated for 20 min. The
composite was finally cured at 40 °C for 48 h, to prevent melting of the PCL fiber phase before
matrix vitrification, and then 60 °C for 24h to ensure complete cure.
6.3.2.2 Fabricating Triple Shape Composites Using Polymerization Induced Phase Separation
PIPS composites were fabricated using previously reported methods.2 Briefly, 20 g of
60:40 molar ratio of NGDE:DGEBA was added to a flask and 2 g of PMMA pellets
subsequently added to yield a 10 wt-% solution of PMMA in the liquid epoxy monomer. The
flask was heated at 80 °C for at least 3 h under vacuum (to degas the solution) and magnetic
stirring, resulting in a single-phase viscous liquid. The cross-linker, Jeffamine-230, was then
added to the solution, the temperature reduced to 70 °C and stirring continued for 15 min under
continued application of vacuum. Next, the PIPS solution was poured into a Teflon™ casting
mold with square rectangular bar-shaped cavities (80 x 80 x1 mm) and transferred to a
convection oven to cure the materials at 40 °C for 24 h and then 60 °C for 48 h, conditions
previously found to yield complete cure as evidenced by post-cure calorimetric analysis.
6.3.2.3 Fabricating Quadruple Shape Memory Composites
A PMMA-based PIPS solution was first prepared as described above. When a
homogeneous solution was obtained, a portion was poured first onto a glass slide, following
which a PCL fiber mat was laid on top of it, partially absorbing the epoxy liquid. This approach
was taken to minimize fiber melting, noting that the PIPS solution was prepared at a temperature
exceeding the melt transition of the fiber mat. Imbibing of the PIPS solution was further
advanced by hand manipulation until uniform translucency was achieved. Next, the composite
was vacuum-infiltrated under an excess PIPS solution for 20 min to assure complete imbibing.
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Finally, the fiber mat was clamped between two glass slides, squeezing out a minor excess of
PIPS solution, and cured at 40 °C for 24 h followed by 60 °C for 48 h. All materials, including
4SMC, PIPS Composite and TSMC, were prepared and cured using the same matrix solutions to
minimize the potential for batch-to-batch variability.
6.3.3 Thermal Characterization
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was performed on all composite and control samples
to characterize the thermal degradation of the materials. Such analyses were performed in highresolution mode to better capture the specific thermal degradation points. Samples were heated at
a maximum rate of 50 °C/min with a resolution of 4 °C and a sensitivity of 1 to 600 °C. In this
mode, the TGA ramped the temperature at a rate of 50 °C/min until temperature where the
instrument detected mass loss, at which point the heating rate was decreased to capture fully the
degradation event before continuing with the test.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was performed on all composite and control
samples using a Q200 (TA instrument) equipped with a refrigerated cooling system. For each
test, samples weighing 3-5 mg were loaded into a T-zero aluminum plan and first equilibrated by
cooling to -50 °C. Samples were then heated at a rate of 10 °C/min to 120 °C and cooled at a rate
of 5 °C/min to -50 °C, this initial heating being used to erase any thermal history. Samples were
then heated by 10 °C/min to 120 °C to measure the glass transition (Tg) and melting transition
(Tm) of the composite materials. The composition of all composite materials was measured using
the heat of crystallization of the PCL and the stepwise change in heat capacity at T g for the epoxy
matrix. The material composition was estimated using Eqns. 1-3, and calculated values were
compared to gravimetric values recorded during sample fabrication. Since the glass transition
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signal for PMMA was small, the PMMA composition was calculated by summing the %
composition of the other material phases and then subtracted from 100% (Eqn. 6-3).
𝑊𝑃𝐶𝐿 (%) =
𝑊𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑥𝑦 (%) =

∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝐿−𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃
∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝐿−𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒

∗ 100

∆𝐶𝑃 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑥𝑦−𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃
∆𝐶𝑃 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑥𝑦−𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒

(6-1)

∗ 100 (6-2)

𝑊𝑃𝑀𝑀𝐴 (%) = 100 − 𝑊𝑃𝐶𝐿 − 𝑊𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑥𝑦 (6-3)
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis was used to measure the temperature dependences for all
materials of the tensile storage modulus and the different thermal transitions via tensile loss
modulus using a Q800 (TA Instruments). Samples featured variable dimensions with typical
values of length, width and thickness of 6.25, 1.5, and 0.2 mm, respectively. The samples were
first heated to 120 °C and then cooled at a rate of 2 °C/min to 0 °C to erase the thermal history of
the sample. Samples were then heated at a rate of 2 °C/min to 120 °C while applying a small
tensile deformation of 20 µm (0.4 %) at an oscillation frequency of 1 Hz.
6.3.4 Wide Angle X-ray Scattering
Wide-Angle x-ray (WAXS) was used to ascertain the molecular and nanoscale ordering
of all materials. A Rigaku S-MAX3000 pinhole camera system with a MacroMax-200 generator
operating with a Cu Kα emission (λ = 1.5406 Å) was employed for all x-ray experiments.
WAXS patterns were collected using a generator voltage of 45 kV, current of 0.88 mA and a
sample-detector distance of 122.7 cm. This resulted in a scattering angle range of 3° < 2θ < 40°
using Fujifilm image plates (CR HR-V) with a FujiFilm FLA7000 reader. Samples were exposed
to achieve an adequate x-ray count for analysis, which was done using SAXSgui software
v2.03.04.
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6.3.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy
All samples were examined for their microstructural features using a Scanning Electron
Microscope JOEL 5600. To obtain surface images, small sample portions were cut from the base
material and mounted onto SEM stubs. Cross-sections were obtained by cryo-fracturing the
material in liquid nitrogen and mounting the broken section onto a microscopy stub. Both surface
and cross-sections were sputter-coated with gold for 45 s before imaging. Samples were imaged
using an accelerating voltage of 8 kV and a spot size of 31.
6.3.5 Shape Memory Analysis
Shape memory cycles were performed on a Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (TA Q800)
operated in controlled-force mode. Briefly, each sample was first heated above the prescribed
transition temperature and stretched at a rate of 0.05 N/min until the desired strain had been
reached. Samples were then cooled at a rate of 2 °C/min to 0 °C and the force released at a rate
of 0.1N/min. Samples were then heated at a rate of 2 °C/min to record the shape recovery. For
materials that held more than one shape, the programming step was repeated above each
transition temperature (for 4SMCs, samples were stretched at 120 °C, 70 °C and 45 °C) until the
desired number of independent shapes had been programmed in. The fixing (Rf) and recovery
(Rr) ratios for each recovery event were then calculated using Eqns. 4 and 5.
𝑅f(𝑥) = 𝜀
Rr(x → y) =

𝜀x
x, load

(6-4)

𝜀x−𝜀y, rec
𝜀x−𝜀y

.

(6-5)

In Eqn. (6-4), εx, εx, load are the strains measured after cooling and after unloading (thus,
the strain fixed) and before unloading (thus attempted strain fixing). In Eqn. (6-5), additional
terms include εy, rec, the strain achieved after recovery for shape y and εy, the strain before
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programming shape y (x can be a strain at 115 °C, 70 °C, 45 °C or 0 °C, the same holds for y).
For strains programmed at 120 °C (strain programmed for PMMA-based fixing), εx was
measured after the force had been removed from the sample and any strain allowed to recover at
70 °C. This ensured that the strain used in the calculations only accounts for the strain fixed by
the PMMA phase. This was done for all programming steps.
6.3.6 Macro Quadruple Shape Memory Demonstration
Bulk quadruple shape memory behavior was further characterized using a visual
demonstration. Samples were manually bent in an isothermal oven above their highest (PMMAbased) glass transition by folding the sample and clamping it down using a binder clip. For this
step, a glass slide was used as a spacer during bending steps to ensure the sample was not
damaged. For the first programmed shape, the sample was heated above the transition of PMMA,
120 °C, and bent in the middle to program in a “U”. Once bent, the sample was held for 20 min
at 120 °C to allow the PMMA to flow into the desired shape and then cooled to -20 °C by
placing it in a freezer for 20 min. (Note: this low temperature was chosen out of convenience;
any temperature below that of PMMA’s Tg should have been sufficient.) The sample was
photographed once taken out of the freezer and then heated to 70 °C (above all transitions except
for the PMMA Tg) and photographed again. This allowed us to qualitatively compare the amount
of strain attempted for programming into the material versus the amount actually programmed by
vitrification of the PMMA phase. These steps were then repeated at 70 °C to program an “S” into
the PCL network and then at 45 °C to program a temporary flat shape into the epoxy network.
6.3.7 Quadruple Shape Surface Shape Memory Demonstration
Surface multi-shape memory was visually analyzed using two common surfaces as
embossing masters: the face of a one-cent US coin and the grooved pattern on a set of tweezers.
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To mechanically program the surface shape, each master was pressed against a circular 4SMC
disk and uniform pressure was applied via two glass slides configured as a “sandwich”. To apply
pressure, the slides were clamped symmetrically with two binder clips and the sample held
isothermally at 120 °C for 20 min in a convection oven. The full assembly was then moved to a
freezer held at T = -20 °C to fix the first temporary surface shape via PMMA phase vitrification.
These steps were repeated using surface embossing at 70 °C and 45 °C to program parallel lines
–oriented perpendicular to each other – fixed by the PCL phase and epoxy phases, respectively.
Samples were imaged using a Hirox 3D microscope (Model KH-8700), and each embossed
image compared to the embossing master.

6.4 Results
6.4.1. Fabrication of Composite Materials
Quadruple shape composites (4SMCs) were fabricated by combining two previously
published methods; the first by combining an electrospun fiber mat in an SMP matrix, and the
second by polymerization induced phase separation (PIPS). Both methods create biphasic
materials that show two separate thermal transitions and triple shape memory behavior. By
embedding a PCL fiber mat in a PIPS matrix we designed a triphasic composite composed of
PCL, PMMA, and epoxy where an epoxy matrix with pockets of PMMA encase PCL fibers. At
the beginning of the cure, the PIPS matrix was optically clear (Fig. 6-1) indicating the epoxy and
PMMA materials were monophasic. As cure progressed the matrix turned opaque, indicating
phase separation had occurred, while the pure epoxy matrix remained optically clear both before
and after cure (Fig. 6-1). This transition was observed for both the epoxy/PMMA PIPS
composition and the 4SMCs since the same matrix was used for both materials. In contrast, the
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epoxy matrix and the matrix used for the epoxy/PCL composition remained clear both before and
after the cure since the same matrix was used for both materials.
6.4.2 Thermal Characterization
Calorimetric analysis using DSC revealed well-separated glass and melt transitions in the
composite materials, supporting the assertion that the composites contained separate material
phases (Fig. 6-2). The neat epoxy and PMMA samples (compositional controls) each showed a
distinct glass transition (Tg) at 31 °C and 110 °C, respectively. The PCL controlled showed a
distinct melting transition (Tm) at 55 °C. The epoxy/PCL triple shape composite showed both a
step transition and a melting peak corresponding to the epoxy-rich phase with (Tg at 34 °C and
the PCL rich phase with Tm at 55 °C respectively. The triple shape epoxy/PMMA PIPS
composite showed two separate step transitions, the Tg of epoxy at 31 °C and the PMMA at 102
°C, respectively. The step transition of PMMA in DSC experiments was small compared to the
epoxy, which has been previously reported for other PMMA composite systems.32 The 4SMC
displayed three separate thermal transitions, the Tg of the epoxy at 32 °C, the Tm of the PCL at 55
°C and the Tg of the PMMA at 106 °C. These results are summarized in Table 6-1.
The latent heat of melting of PCL was used to estimate the weight percentage of PCL in
both 4SMCs (9% PCL) and the epoxy/PCL triple shape composition (9% PCL). The heat
capacity of the epoxy Tg was used to calculate the percentage of epoxy in the blends by
comparing the step change in the measured Tg to that of the pure epoxy control (0.074 J.g-1 °C-1).
For both the PIPS composite and the 4SMC materials, the total % composition for the PCL and
epoxy phases were subtracted from 100% to estimate the incorporation percentage of PMMA
(Table 6-1). It should be noted that the incorporation percentage of PMMA in the PIPS
composite was 25%, which exceeds the value measured during fabrication.
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The temperature-dependent dynamic mechanical transitions of all material composites
were assessed using DMA traces (Fig 6-3). Similar to DSC, the epoxy/PCL triple shape
composite displayed two thermomechanical relaxations, one for the epoxy Tg and on for the PCL
Tm (Fig 6-3). The PIPS composite also displayed two thermal transitions, one for the epoxy Tg
and one for the PMMA Tg. These transitions are evident most clearly in the loss modulus peaks
at 29 and 98 °C, respectively. In contrast to the DSC traces, the PMMA signal was strong when
measured with DMA. The 4SMC composition showed three distinct thermal transitions in the
DMA data indicating three separate material phases and indicating the material should be able to
fix three independent shapes.
6.4.3 Wide Angle X-ray Scattering
WAXS experiments were carried out to gain an understanding of the molecular packing
of the fabricated composites. The epoxy control material showed two amorphous halos, however,
very little x-ray diffraction has been done with epoxy materials making interpreting the two
distinct halos difficult. The PMMA showed one amorphous halo centered at 2θ = 14° is
attributed to a well-defined average spacing of the PMMA side chains along the polymer
backbone.35,36 This also overlaps in length-scale with the average intermolecular (backbone)
spacing of the same chains. PCL showed sharp crystalline peaks at 2θ = 21° and 23.6°, which
correspond to d-spacings of 4.15 Å and 3.76 Å, respectively (Fig. 6-4).37–39 In the PIPS
composite and in the 4SMC the PMMA amorphous halo was not clearly evident. The 4SMC and
epoxy/PCL triple shape composite both showed the double amorphous halo attributed to epoxy
and the crystalline domains.
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6.4.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
To examine the microstructure of the composite materials SEM inspections of the
surfaces and freeze-fractured cross-sections of the composites were conducted (Fig. 6-5). When
compared to the epoxy control, all composites showed evidence of rough fracture surfaces when
viewed in cross-section. The PIPS composite and the 4SMC showed uneven “pocketing”, that
may be attributed to the phase separation between the epoxy and PMMA phase.
6.4.5 Shape Memory Analysis
All composites and controls were either assessed for one-way shape memory, triple shape
memory or quadruple shape memory behavior, depending on the number of thermomechanical
transitions the material demonstrated in DMA experiments (Fig 6-3). All samples were heated
above the thermal transition needed to program a shape into a specific fixing phase. The
programming temperatures used for the epoxy, PCL or PMMA were 40 °C, 70 °C and 120 °C,
respectively and were selected to be just above the corresponding Tg or Tm. Once heated above
the desired transition, each material was stretched and then cooled below the temperature
transition to fix the temporary shape. This programming step was repeated once for triple shape
composites and twice for 4SMCs. Once the programming was completed each material was
heated at a continuous heating rate of 2 °C/min and the recovery events recorded. The individual
steps are labeled in Fig. 6-6 according to the procedural activity of that step in the cycle,
stretching, cooling or recovery, and the relevant material phase.
The epoxy control demonstrated one-way shape memory behavior (Fig. 6-6) and
demonstrated a fixing and recovery ratio of 82% and 108% respectively. (Note: a recovery ratio
greater than 100% is sometimes observed due to thermal expansion effects.) The triple shape
memory composites for the epoxy/PCL showed a fixing ratio for the epoxy and PCL phases of
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92% and 93% and a recovery ratio of 84% and 89% respectively (Fig. 6-6B). The triple shape
memory composites for the epoxy/PMMA showed a fixing ratio for the epoxy and PMMA
phases of 94% and 69%, and a recovery ratio of 110% and 102% respectively (Fig. 6-6C). The
4SMC shape memory ability was assed for programming equal strains into all phases (Fig. 66D), programming more strain into the PCL phase (Fig. 6-6E) and programming more strain into
the PMMA phase (Fig 6-6F). The fixing and recovery ratios for the 4SMCs are summarized in
Table 6-2. The epoxy phase showed the strongest shape memory ability with the fixing and
recovery ratios over 95% for all tests. Both the PCL and PMMA phases showed a weaker fixing
ability with fixing ratios ranging from 69-78%, however, all calculated recovery ratios were
found to exceed 99%. A recovery ratio exceeding 100% indicates that the material recovered
more strain than was fixed into that particular phase and is likely due to some cross-fixing
between phases.
6.4.6 Macro Quadruple Shape Memory Demonstration
A visual demonstration was performed to further show the quadruple shape memory
behavior of the designed 4SMCs (Fig. 6-7). Three temporary shapes were programmed into
4SMCs by heating the composite above the three separate transition temperatures in the opposite
order of recovery. Since the first shape programmed was the last to be recovered, the first shape
programmed was a “U” in the PMMA phase, followed by an “S” in the PCL phase, and then a
temporary flat shape in the epoxy phase. Upon recovery, the material transitioned from a
temporary flat shape to an “S”, a “U” and finally returning back to the permanent flat shape.
Briefly, a strip of the 4SMC was cut and heated to 115 °C, above the thermal transitions of all
material phases. The sample was then folded into a temporary “U” shape and held in place using
a binder clip. The sample was then cooled to -20 °C using a freezer to fix the temporary shape.
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However, this would fix strain in both the epoxy and PCL phases as well. To erase this strain the
sample was then heated to 70 °C, above the thermal transition of both the epoxy and PCL phases
and the sample photographed. These steps were repeated exactly for programming strains into
the PCL and epoxy phases at 70 °C (“S” shape) and 45 °C (temporary flat shape), respectively.
The mechanical programming of shapes by the PMMA and PCL phase (Fig 6-7) was good
although some strain was lost in the process. Upon heating, the material successfully transitioned
from a temporary flat shape to an “S” shape to a “U” shape.
6.4.7 Quadruple Shape Surface Shape Memory Demonstration
Surface shape memory or reversible embossing was also successfully demonstrated using
a disk cut out of the 4SMC (Fig 6-8). Briefly, a series of surface patterns were successfully
embossed on a disk cut out of the 4SMC material using a glass-sandwich mold and a series of
embossing steps at progressively lower temperatures. To program a shape in the PMMA phase
the “heads” side of a penny was stacked in contact with the 4SMC and placed between two glass
slides. Pressure was applied using a set of large ACCO binder clips arranged with one along each
edge of the glass slide, yielding an applied pressure of approximately 93 kPa distributed along
the area of the glass slides. The assembly was then heated to 115 °C, allowing the penny head to
be embossed in the PMMA phase. The assembly was then cooled to -20 °C to fix the temporary
shape. The disk was then removed from the clamps and placed in the oven at 70 °C to allow any
surface strain programmed into the PCL and epoxy phase to relax, but retaining the PMMA in its
programmed state. These steps were repeated to program the horizontal lines into the PCL phase
and the vertical lines into the epoxy phase at temperatures 70 °C and 45 °C respectively. The
strains were then recovered by sequentially heating the disk to 45, 70 and 115 °C, and imaging
the sample in-between each step (Fig 6-8). The disk transitioned from showing all three
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temporary surface patterns (Fig 6-8A) to only showing the penny head and horizontal lines after
heating to 45 °C (Fig 6-8B). After heating to 70 °C, the horizontal lines likewise recover (Fig 68C) and finally after heating to 115 °C the penny head recovers (Fig 6-8D). Some permanent
strain remained on the surface of the material as evidenced by some pattern remaining on the
surface of the 4SMC after full recovery.

6.5 Discussion
We successfully fabricated triphasic quadruple shape memory composites by embedding
an electrospun PCL fiber mat in a matrix of PMMA and epoxy. Upon cure, the materials
separated out into three separate phases, PCL, PMMA and epoxy which is supported by the three
separate thermal transitions present in both DSC and DMA experiments. We do note that the
depicted topology of the final 4SMC morphology has not been confirmed (Scheme 6-1). In
particular, we show the PMMA phase existing as a discrete “Pockets”, through a co-continuous
morphology is possible. In WAXS experiments the amorphous halo of PMMA was not clearly
evident, but this may be due to the relativity low sensitivity of WAXS. The 4SMC and the
TSMC both showed the double amorphous halo attributed to the epoxy and the crystalline
domains for the PCL, indicating the persistence of microstructure for these two phases in the
composites. While the unevening pocketing observed for the PIPS composite and the 4SMC in
SEM experiments does support the hypothesis of the PMMA existing as discrete pockets their
utility is limited due to the inherent limitations associated with analysis of fracture surfaces.
Transmission electron microscopy with selective staining of particular phases would offer
enhanced discernment potential and could be used to confirm the proposed topology.
It should be noted that the thermal transition (particularly the Tg of the epoxy and
PMMA) was not consistent for all materials tested. The Tg of the epoxy was lower for the PIPS
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composite and the 4SMC, and the same was true for the PMMA in both materials. This indicates
that the phase separation between these two materials is incomplete resulting in some residual
PMMA still present in the epoxy phase, plasticizing the Tg. Similarly, some epoxy resins would
still be present in the PMMA phase resulting in a plasticized Tg. It is worth noting that this
plasticization is less for the 4SMC tan for the PIPS PMMA/epoxy triple shape, leading to
speculation that the presence of the PCL helped drive the phase separation. This incomplete
phase separation also skews the calculated incorporation of PMMA in the PMMA containing
composites, resulting in the calculated composition being much high than the value measured
during fabrication. In addition, the step transition was small for the PMMA in the PMMA
containing composites compared to that of the epoxy. This phenomenon has been observed in
other PMMA composite systems. In contrast, the thermo-mechanical PMMA transition measured
using the DMA was very strong indicating that where some incomplete phase separation does
exist, the materials do likely still exist in two distinct phases.
Through both qualitative and quantitative analysis we successfully demonstrated the
shape memory ability of our 4SMC composites. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first demonstrated example of quadruple surface shape memory. It is possible that the
systems made by Luo33 and Li32 may have been capable of multi-shape memory behavior applied
to surface embossing, given their broad transition behavior. However, such behavior was not
reported. The laminated composite designed by Podgórski34 would likely not be capable of
QSSM, as not all material components are present on the surface. Our observed multi-shape
memory embossing ability could prove to be highly relevant as topographical surface patterns
have been proven to give material surfaces unique properties like adhesion,40 antibacterial41, and
hydrophobic42 properties. We postulate that with QSSM one could design a material composite
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that cycles through many different surface configurations with associated physical properties that
could be tuned to a specific application.
In summary, this multiphase composite approach has proven to be a versatile and
adaptable way to design new SMP systems that demonstrate both bulk and surface shape
memory abilities. By combining an electrospun fiber mat with a triple shape PIPS solution we
designed a 4SMC that demonstrated both quadruple bulk and surface shape memory behavior.
However, one limitation is that the PIPS solution was very viscous and difficult to work into the
fiber mats, indicating that this method may not work for incorporating additional material
components, which would enable more material transitions.

6.6 Conclusions and Future Work
To conclude, we have developed a new ternary composite, 4SMC, exhibiting quadruple shape
memory properties. The new material was prepared by imbibing an electrospun web of PCL
fibers with a single-phase blend of PMMA in epoxy liquid, which underwent polymerization
induced phase separation (PIPS) during epoxy cure to yield a three-phase composition. This new
approach to the formation of ternary composites may be broadly applicable to other PIPS
systems combined with electrospun webs, blown fibers, or foams. Our study of 4SMC
thermomechanical behavior and morphological properties contrasted the new material with
binary composite counterparts, revealing three distinct transitions well separated in temperature
and promise of quadruple-shape memory. Indeed 4SMC was found to exhibit both bulk and
surface shape memory behavior with one permanent shape and three temporary shapes. Such
behavior may be useful for a wide range of applications. In addition, the design of these 4SMCs
can be easily adapted to other applications by simply selecting different polymers for either the
fibers or composite matrix, giving the 4SMCs new functions like drug delivery or reversible
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adhesion. Future work could include designing a 4SMC that responds to a variety of stimuli such
as light or pH to increase the adaptability of these composites.
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Table 6-1. The measured thermal transitions and % compositions of all composite materials.
[a] °C [b] %.
Epoxy
Tg[a]

Epoxy
Incorporation[b]

PCL
Tm[a]

PCL
Incorporation[b]

PMMA
Tg[a]

PMMA
Incorporation[b]

TSPC

34.1

91

55.5

9

-

0

PIPS
Composite

31.2

75

-

0

101.6

25

4SMC

32.0

79

55.4

9

94.8

12
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Table 6-2. The fixing and recovery ratios for the 4SM composite cycled through three
separate QSMCs.
Epoxy
Rf

Rr

PCL

PMMA

Rf

Rr

Rf

Rr

Equal Strain

94.8

95.7

69.4

111.7

74.8

101.3

More PCL
Strain

94.7

96.5

69.2

102.6

77.5

102.0

More PMMA
Strain

94.7

96.1

78.1

102.7

68.9

99.2

All listed values are in units of percent.
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Scheme 6-1. Process to make 4SMCs. 1) PIPS precursor is prepared by heating a solution of
NGDE, DGEBA, and PMMA at 80 °C until all materials formed a homogenous solution. 2)
JD230 cross-linker is then added and the solution was cooled to 50 °C. 3) PCL web is separately
prepared by electrospinning rotating collector drum. 4) The PIPS precursor solution (green) is
then imbibed into the web (black). 5) Upon cure, the PMMA and epoxy phase separate, creating
a three-phase solid of PMMA, epoxy, and PCL.
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Figure 6-1. The images on the left are of epoxy liquids prior to cure. The top image is a pure
epoxy resin and the bottom is a PIPS solution. After cure, the epoxy resin remained optically
clear (shown top right) and the PIPS precursor solution became optically opaque (bottom right),
indicating that phase separation had occurred. Scale Bar is 10 mm.
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Figure 6-2. DSC thermograms (2nd heating) of 4SMCs, triple shape composite controls, and
material controls. Epoxy matrix, PCL and PMMA controls are shown in black, red and green
respectively. The epoxy/PMMA PIPS composite and epoxy/PCL TSPC controls are shown in
blue and purple, respectively. The 4SMC is shown in red. The dashed lines are scaled up by a
factor of 7 to make the PMMA Tg visible in the DSC traces since the corresponding DSC signal
was very small compared to the other thermal transitions. The heating rate was 10 °C/min for all
samples.
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Figure 6-3. The DMA results for all material composites and an epoxy control. The top graph
shows the temperature dependence of the storage modulus while the bottom shows the loss
modulus. The thermal-mechanical transition of the PMMA was clearly visible in PMMA
containing composite materials. The heating rate for all tests was 2 °C/min
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Figure 6-4. The Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction of all control samples and composites. A) The
intensity versus diffraction angle for all tested materials B) The WAXS scattering patterns for all
materials.
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Figure 6-5. SEM of the composite materials and epoxy control. Images A, C, E, and G are
representative images of the top surfaces of the epoxy control, epoxy/PCL triple shape
composite, epoxy/PMMA PIPS composite and 4SMC, respectively. Images B, D, F, H show the
cross-section of the epoxy control, epoxy/PCL triple shape composite, epoxy/PMMA PIPS
composite and 4SMC, respectively. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 6-6. Shape memory characterization of epoxy matrix control and all composite materials.
Graph A shows the 1 WSMC for the epoxy control matrix. In all graphs, the asterisk denotes that
starting point. Graph B and C show the triple shape memory cycles for the TSPC control and the
PIPS composite control, respectively. Graph D, E, and F are QSMCs programming different
amounts of strain into each phase of the material. D: Equal amounts of strain were programmed
into the composites and then recovered under continuous heating. E: More strain was
programmed into the PCL phase of the material. F: More strain was programmed into the
PMMA phase of the material. Step 1, 3, and 6 are stretching and programming strain into the
PMMA, PCL and Epoxy phase respectively. Step 2, 4 and 7 were cooling steps with fixing of
strain into the PMMA, PCL and epoxy phases, respectively. Steps 8, 9 and 10 show the recovery
of the Epoxy, PCL and PMMA phases, respectively, under continuous heating. Step 5 was
heating above the glass transition of the epoxy after cooling to a low temperature to fix the strain
in the PCL.
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Figure 6-7. Macro SM Demonstration. I) shows an animation of the desired programmed shapes.
II) Shows the programmed shapes in the 4SMCl. III) Shows the shapes fixed into the material
by the desired material phase. IV) Shows the recovery of the 4SMCs the shape transitions from
flat, to an S to a U to flat again, effectively demonstrating 4 distinct shapes. The scale bar shown
in each image represents 10 mm.
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Figure 6-8. Surface Shape Memory Demonstration. A) Fully programmed disk with three
separate patterns programmed on top of each other in the three separate material phases. B)
4SMC surface after allowing the epoxy to recover and the vertical lines fixed into the matrix
recovered. C) 4SMC surface after triggering the PCL phase to recover and the horizontal lines
recovered. D) 4SMC surface after triggering the PMMA to recover, returning the disk to its
original shape. Scale Bar is 1 mm.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Overall Conclusions
This work describes the design and application of novel shape memory polymer (SMPs)
for active cell culture experiments. These new isothermal platforms will enable future cell
mechanobiological experiments to further understanding of how cells respond to mechanical
changes in their environment and may be broadly applicable to tissue engineering applications.
In chapter 2, the design and fabrication of a novel SMP that triggers its material recovery
in response to enzymatic degradation is described. This fiber composite was made using two
commercially available elastomeric materials poly(ε-caprolactone) and Pellethane™ and is
triggered to recover its original shape by the enzymatic degradation of PCL. This shape change
was successfully demonstrated in bulk degradation experiments and was shown to be
cytocompatible. In addition, when the SMP was triggered to recover, cells dynamically altered
their morphology-based on the change in fiber architecture. This sensitivity to enzyme is
advantageous over other triggering mechanisms as it has the potential to be tuned to specific cell
behavior. For instance, if applied to wound healing we could design a bandage that as cells
secrete enzymes to remodel the underlying tissue the material could apply a tensile force to
slowly pull the wound closed as healing advances. It additionally adds SMPs to the field of
enzyme responsive materials that have already been proposed for applications in drug delivery.
Finally, this SMP advances the field of active cell culture platforms by adding a material that can
change shape under isothermal conditions and in response to specific cell behavior. This will
prove advantageous in active cell culture experiments especially given that enzyme sensitive
dynamically stiffening hydrogels are already being used to better model cancer cell
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environments. Having an SMP that can dynamically alter its alignment in response to enzyme
activity better models the extracellular matrix orientation changes that occur during cancer cell
metastasis and is expected to be a powerful experimental platform.
Chapter 3 described the development of a bilayer active cell culture platform that
responds to light via the incorporation of methacrylated graphene oxide. Both the modified
material chemistry and the process of light-triggered recovery were shown to be cytocompatible
and could dynamically alter cell alignment. This work builds on the platform developed by us1
that has already proven valuable in active cell culture experiments to alter cell morphology1 and
migration behavior.2–4 By enabling the material to be light-sensitive the SMP platform is now
able to recover in response to light during a cell experiment, negating the need for a temperature
change to induce material recovery. In addition, light-triggered SMPs were shown to be locally
triggered to recover enabling the formation of boundaries was the topography transitioned from
flat to wrinkled. This localized recovery could be applied to studying how cell migration
behavior changes as they move across topographical boundaries.
Chapter 4 describes the modification of a previously developed post-process cell tracking
algorithm, automated contour-based tracking for in vitro environments (ACTIVE),4 into a realtime cell tracking platform. To accomplish this, the µManger controls for the microscope were
ported into MATLAB, enabling ACTIVE to both analyze cell migration behavior and direct the
microscope in image acquisition during live-cell experiments. We successfully showed that both
the accuracy of cell tracks and subsequent analysis were unaffected by running the code in realtime for multiple positions, by comparing the results to post-analyzed data. In addition, we began
the development of a single cell tracking code that could follow a single cell throughout an
experiment, an experimental tool that has not been previously demonstrated. Where corrections
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to the cell tracks following translation still need to be implemented we expect this will be a
useful experimental tool for future cell mechanobiological experiments.
Currently, the majority of active cell culture platforms are only capable of a single
mechanical transition. Chapter 5 and chapter 6 discuss applying multi-shape memory materials
to generate surfaces capable of multiple topographical transitions. In chapter 5 the same bilayer
system used in chapter 3 was applied to a triple shape memory composite (TSMC) and the
formation of double or complex wrinkle patterns was observed. The developed wrinkle patterns
showed a sensitivity to the strain programmed into the composites, the order of triggered
recovery and to the material phase inducing recovery. Chapter 6 discussed the development of a
novel quadruple shape memory composite platform that was the first to demonstrate quadruple
surface shape memory. Where these two material platforms were not cytocompatible, these two
platforms provide insight into the design and implementation of composites capable of multiple
surface transitions, thus informing the development of active cell culture platforms capable of
similar transitions.
Overall the SMP platforms developed in this dissertation show great potential for use as
active cell culture platforms and are expected to be used in future cell mechanobiology
experiments. Their sensitivity to different material triggers should enable new experimental
designs that were previously impossible. Some suggestions for future work relating to the SMPs
developed in this dissertation are discussed below.
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7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
7.2.1 Demonstrating Cell-Triggered Recovery of Enzymatically Triggered SMPs
Were we successfully demonstrated enzymatic shape recovery in the presence of cells,
we have not yet shown enzymatic shape recovery due to the enzymatic secretions of cells. To
accomplish this task, we have already demonstrated that enzymatic shape recovery can induce
changes in fiber morphology (Fig. 7-1) by following programming procedures established by
Ling-Fang Tseng.5 Briefly, an aligned fiber mat is stretched perpendicular to the direction of
fiber orientation, creating a temporary strain-unaligned fiber morphology. Upon shape recovery
the strain-unaligned morphology transitions back to its aligned morphology causing cells to
change their orientation from random to aligned. Initial experiments using the enzymatic SMP
and this programming method have shown that it may also be an effective method for re-aligning
cells cultured on the enzymatic SMP as well (Fig. 7-1). After seeding cells on the strainunaligned samples for 3 hours, media containing three separate concentrations of lipase were
added to the well plates. The samples were then fixed after incubating for 24 hours in the
enzyme-containing media and the cell morphology and number was observed. In this initial
experiment, we noted that substrates cultured in 1.5 mg/mL of lipase had not yet recovered but
the samples incubated in 3.7 mg/mL and 7.5 mg/mL lipase had recovered. In response, the cells
cultured on the recovered materials now showed a more polarized morphology. However, the
number of cells attached to the substrate decreased with increasing enzyme concentration
indicating that the speed of the enzymatic shape triggering could cause cell detachment. In the
future, we plan to continue these experiments using a lipase secreting cell line such as the HepG2
cell line or activated macrophages. We expect that if the cells secrete a high enough
concentration of enzyme then the cells themselves could trigger material recovery.
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7.2.2 Improving the Design of Enzymatically Triggered SMPs
Where there are certainly advantages to the current design of enzymatically triggered
SMPs, there are several drawbacks that could be expanded on. First, the current design of
enzyme-triggered SMPs would only allow for a tensile force to be applied or only shrinking to
occur. An expanding platform, like that capable of SMP foams, may prove interesting for
mechanobiological experiments. To design such a platform, we propose designing a custom
synthesized SMP following thermoplastic polyurethane chemistry previously developed by the
Mather lab and used in some of our past work. This previously used TPU would show extensive
shrinking after electrospinning due to residual stress present in the fibers. This residual stress had
to be released using a Pluronic™ treatment before deploying the electrospun platform in active
cell culture platforms. We believe that this shrinking could instead be used to program an SMP
fiber platform that will then expand upon enzymatic degradation of this TPU. To accomplish
this, the previously made TPU would first have to be modified to be enzymatically degradable.
This can be accomplished by adding caprolactone to the poly-ol during synthesis. The
caprolactone content would have to be carefully controlled such that enzymatic degradation
resulted in a loss of polymer mechanical integrity and the SMP demonstrated substantial
shrinking post electrospinning. This newly designed TPU would then be dual electrospun with an
elastomeric material like Pellethane™. After electrospinning, the material would be heated to
induce shrinking and the Pellethane would be put under a compressive force. Upon the
enzymatic degradation of the TPU, the Pellethane™ would then be allowed to expand back to its
original, entropically preferred state.
Second, the current design is not especially sensitive to enzymes. The enzyme used to
demonstrate enzymatically-triggered shape recovery (Chapter 2), lipase, generally degrades
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polyesters. In addition, the SMP was not very sensitive to the presence of the enzyme and
required large concentrations of enzyme to trigger material recovery in the observed
experimental time-period. By incorporating naturally occurring peptide sequences in the
backbone of the degrading polymer, we can both improve the sensitivity of the SMP to enzyme
concentration and increase the number of enzymes that the triggered recovery is sensitive too.
Sears and colleagues were able to synthesis a polyurea elastomer with collagen derived peptide
incorporated into the polymer backbone that showed tuned enzymatic degradation.6 If such a
platform could be modified for the TPU chemistry, we could synthesize a variety of materials
that show enzymatic susceptibility to several enzymes found in the body and tune the enzymatic
sensitivity of the material to the current application.
7.2.3 Physiologically Relevant Multi-Shape Memory Material
Despite the growing body of SMPs that have been successfully deployed as active cell
culture platforms, there is currently no example of a multi-shape memory material capable of
undergoing both recoveries during a cell culture experiment. The development of such a material
would enable the application of either two precise mechanical stimulations or two topographical
transitions during an active cell culture experiment. However, due to the relatively small
temperature range that cells are viable at it seems unlikely that such a platform could be triggered
by temperature alone. Instead, we believe that a multi-shape memory material capable of
multiple shape transitions during cell culture would have to be designed to respond to
temperature and light, or just light. We are currently developing a multi-shape memory
composite capable of undergoing one shape change due to temperature and a subsequent shape
change in response to light. To fabricate this SMP graphene oxide is incorporated into an
electrospinning solution of PCL and then electrospun. This results in a fiber mat of PCL that is
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dispersed with graphene oxide. The PCL fiber mat is then encased in a matrix to tert-butyl
acrylate-co-butyl acrylate to create a multi-shape memory composite capable of undergoing two
separate shape changes. The glass transition of the matrix is carefully tuned to recover at 37 °C
and we have successfully shown that the material is capable of recovering in response to
exposure from white light. We believe that these two transitions can be triggered separately
during an active cell culture experiment where cells are first seeded on the material and cultured
at 30 °C. We can then increase the temperature to 37 °C, which would trigger the first recovery
event but would not be enough to melt the PCL fibers and thus trigger the second recovery event.
After a set amount of time, we would then expose the sample to light which would be absorbed
by the graphene oxide as heat and transferred to the PCL fibers. This would cause the PCL fibers
to melt and the matrix to recover the second shape, thus applying the second recovery transition
to the cultured cells. To develop a multi-shape memory material that is only light-triggered, one
would have to incorporate two different light photo-thermal agents into the two different phases
of the composite SMP. This would be possible by taking advantage of the plasmonic resonance
of gold and silver nanoparticles where absorb in the red and blue light ranges respectively.
7.2.4 Reversible Light-Triggered SMPs for Active Cell Culture Experiments
Despite interest in developing reversible SMPs that could be applied to biomedical
applications, there has not been an example of a reversible SMP applied as an active cell culture
platforms. The closest reversible SMP platform developed was by Ashby and colleagues and
could reversibly actuate between a flat surface and a patterned surface.7 However, this actuation
was not demonstrated in the presence of cells, likely because of the temperature shifts required to
actuate the SMP. In fact, the majority of reversible actuators require large shifts in temperature to
show a large shift in shape. However, this limitation can be overcome using photo-thermal
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recovery, similar to the strategy used in chapter 3. Previously, Tan et. al. developed a reversible
actuator using the SMP foam developed by Baker et al. and infiltrating it with
polydimethylsiloxane.8 By mixing graphene oxide into the polymer solution during the foam
fabrication we can design a reversible SMP that actuates in response to light, thus potentially
enabling large strain actuation during active cell culture experiments.
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Figure 7-1. Top) SEM micrographs of the fiber orientation before triggering and after
incubating in a solution of PBS and varying concentrations of lipase for 24 hours. Scale bar 10
µm. Middle) 2DFFT azimuthal scans of the SEM micrographs. As the fibers become for aligned
a bimodal distribution becomes apparent indicating fiber alignment. Bottom) Cell micrographs of
fixed cells cultured on the surface of enzymatic SMPs while the material recovers its aligned
fiber architecture. Scale bar 50 µm.
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